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By Cesar Soto 
Staff writer 
Campus administrators dismissed charges leveled at the 
university’s two self-evaluations of its policies regarding the 
handicapped, but some doubts persist. 
Charges of inaccuracy and incompleteness were made this 
month by Helen Batchelor, former Affirmative Action of- 
ficer, in an undated memorandum to administrative and 
supervisory staff. Although her statements about the first 
self-evaluation found an echo in other administrators, there 
was opposition to her criticism of the second. 
President Alistair McCrone, who said he ‘‘didn’t know 
what the dickens (Batchelor) was talking about,’’ said the 
Affirmative Action officer resigned Nov. 4. Her secretary 
was kept on to handle clerical duties, and Alba Gillespie, ex- 
ecutive assistant to the president, will cover any decision- 
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CSU pays to keep system competitive 
By Smita Patel 
Staff writer 
HSU President Alistair McCrone got 
his Christmas gift early this year. 
The California State University 
Board of Trustees decided to raise Mc- 
Crone’s salary by about $11,000 per 
year to $81,576, starting Jan. 1. Mc- 
Crone used to earn $70,000 per year. 
The board also raised the salary for 
the chancellor, five vice chancellors 
and 18 other CSU presidents. 
Chancellor Ann Reynolds’ $80,000 
salary was raised by $18,000 to $98,000 
per year. Each of the vice chancellors 
received a raise of almost $10,000 per 
year. 
McCrone, in a telephone interview, 
said he was aware that a ‘‘change in 
range’’ had been proposed but ‘‘did 
Fee for computer 
By Jeff Irons 
Staff writer 
A memorandum proposing fees for computer 
users has been called a ‘‘mistake,’’ attributable to 
human error. 
The memorandum, sent by the CSU trustees, ask- 
ed for input on a proposal to implement ‘‘user 
fees’’ for students who want access to computer ter- 
minals. A student would be allowed 10 hours of free 
access time on a computer, but for every hour after 
that a $1 fee would be charged. 
A standing committee was formed at HSU to ex- 
amine and discuss the proposed fee. The committee 
included Don Mild, director of Computing Ser- 
vices; Jim Cunningham, director of Institutional 
Research; and Tim McCaughey, dean for Academic 
Planning. 
The committee studied and discussed the pro- 
posal and decided that it was not a feasible plan for 
augmenting revenue. As it turned out, the fees were 
not intended to be implemented here, and the 
memorandum was never intended to be sent. 
a 
. recruiting presidents 
» dividuals 
not know the exact figures until they 
were announced.’’ 
Although he said he thinks it’s rude 
to discuss salaries in public, McCrone 
said, ‘‘There was a serious lag in 
managerial salaries. Now there is 
something positive done about it.’’ 
Director of University Relations 
Don Christensen said the trustees of 
the CSU system have been concerned 
because ‘‘they have had a difficult time 
and vice 
chancellors at the present salary 
levels.’’ 
‘‘Sometimes we forget that these in- 
(the administrators) are 
responsible for big corporations that 
just happen to be institutions of higher 
education,’’ Edward Del Biaggio, vice 
+ president of Administrative Affairs, 
The raises will not affect the budgets 
of the individual universities. The 
money will be appropriated from the 
executive compensation fund provided 
by the state legislature and the gover- 
nor, Charles Davis, public relations 
director for the chancellor’s office in 
Long Beach, said. 
‘It is critical in our system to be able 
to pay management salaries that are 
comparable to other presidents around 
the country,’’ Davis said. 
While making the decision, the 
trustees compared the salaries paid by 
the CSU system to those paid by other 
state-supported systems such as the 
University of California system, 
University of Florida system and the 
Alistair McCrone 
  
said. Texas system. 
use dismissed as clerical mistake 
The mix-up started at California State University, 
Long Beach. Officials there identified a problem 
funding computer terminals and other related 
items. Due to the large enrollment and relative lack 
of computer systems at Long Beach, the officials 
tried to find a way to augment the funding and pro- 
posed a user fee. 
It was estimated the fee could generate as much 
as $100,000. The fee was approved by both the ad- 
ministration and student government and was sent 
to the CSU trustees for approval. 
The proposal was sent to Tom West, director of 
Information Systems. 
A memorandum was then sent to computing ser- 
vices directors throughout the CSU system to get in- 
put on the subject — but the memorandum was not 
supposed to have been sent. 
In a telephone interview West said that there had 
been a mix-up. 
‘*It was supposed to be an internal memo for the 
trustees,’’ West said. ‘‘This was a single campus 
issue, it was never intended to go system wide.’’ 
West blamed a new secretary for inadvertently 
sending the letter to computer systems directors at 
all CSU campuses. 
‘*This was never intended to be a big issue,’’ he 
said. ‘‘The secretary sent out the memo by 
mistake.”’ 
West said that another memorandum has been 
sent out telling those directors who received the first 
memorandum to disregard it. That letter has not, as 
yet, been received by anyone at HSU. 
The HSU committee, unaware that the memoran- 
dum was a ‘‘mistake,”’ replied to it in a two-page 
letter to West. The reply was a resounding and 
unanimous ‘‘no’’ to the proposed user fees. 
Although HSU wasn’t targeted, strong opinions 
about the fee were aired. 
‘‘There are shortages all over the state, and 
students in computer programs should not be singl- 
ed out,’” committee member Don Mild said. ‘‘I 
agree with the findings of the committee 100 per- 
cent. 
_“‘In these times of budget crisis,’’ Mild con- 
tinued, ‘‘computing has become a very good target?’ 
Not only do we sell high quality 
new and used clothing- but we 
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By Joyce M. Mancini 
Managing editor 
Edward Del Biagzio reached a career 
goal last week when HSU President 
Alistair McCrone appointed him as 
vice president of Administrative Af- 
fairs. 
‘‘I am real pleased with President 
McCrone’s offer to become vice presi- 
dent of Administrative Affairs. It’s 
something I’ve worked for in my pro- 
fessional career,’’ he said. 
Del Biaggio took over the position 
on Nov. 21. He was notified Nov. 17 
he would replace Donald Strahan, who 
retired in August. 
Del Biaggio, former director of Ad- 
ministrative Services, was one of five 
applicants reviewed by a search com- 
mittee headed by Don Christensen, 
director of HSU’s University Rela- 
tions. 
Christensen said the committee was 
strongly impressed with Del Biaggio’s 
knowledge of the state university 
Mistake 
system and how it works, as well as his 
knowledge of the state university 
budgeting process. 
‘*My career objective has been to 
become vice president of Ad- 
ministrative Affairs,’’ Del Biaggio 
said, since he came to HSU nearly 10 
vears ago. 
Before coming to HSU, Del Biaggio 
worked in the business office of 
California State University at 
Sacramento for 10 years. He said he 
gained most of his financial knowledge 
of the CSU system there. He started 
Out as a junior staff analyst and was 
controller (business manager) when he 
left. 
As director of HSU Administrative 
Services, Del Biaggio said he learned a 
lot about his present position from 
working under Strahan. 
McCrone said he appointed Del 
Biaggio to the position because his pro- 
fessional capabilities are best suited to 
HSU at this time. 
He said several applicants were skill- 
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Administrator’s career goal met; 
receives vice presidential post 
ed in financial management, but said 
Del Biaggio also understands the 
management of the information flow 
through the university. 
‘*He’s a very good man, and we’re 
wary fortunate to have him,’” McCrone 
said. 
Del Biaggio said one of his new tasks 
will be to trim more than a quarter 
million dollars from the Ad- 
ministrative Affairs budget. 
He said he will try to reduce the 
budget by $325,000. The approximate 
budget for Administrative Affairs is $6 
million but there will be need for 
payback because of lowered student 
enrollment, he said. 
HSU receives a certain number of 
dollars per full-time student. The 
payback is necessary because the 
enrollment fell below the expected stu- 
dent level for this year. 
Del Biaggio was one of 10 finalists 
out of 170 applicants. 
Christensen said, ‘‘Our mission was 
to evaluate the candidates and make 
  
Edward Del Biaggio 
recommendations to the president.’’ 
Del Biaggio said he thought one can- 
didate who gave him stiff competition 
was Edward Webb, dean of Student 
Services. 
‘I have high regard for Buzz 
(Webb’s nickname), and I think he’s 
an outstanding individual,’’ he said. 
He said in addition to budgeting, he 
will head the building program, pur- 
chasing, institution reasearch, the 
testing program, computer center 
operations and plant operations. 
Continued from page 2 
A course in computer science has a lot of cost 
associated with it. Expenses for terminals, techni- 
cians, etc ... make it a very expensive subject.” 
But Mild said he doesn’t think user fees are the 
appropriate solution in this situation. 
‘The state budget must give recognition to com- 
puting or we will fall farther and farther behind in 
state-of-the-art technology,’’ he said. 
McCaughey said the proposal was deficient in 
other regards. 
he said. ‘‘Charging for computer access is only one 
of several general problems concerning funding for 
meaningful education for students. Charging 
students to augment this funding is inappropriate.”’ 
Committee member Jim Cunningham said, ‘‘Five 
years ago we didn‘t have a computer terminal on 
this campus besides a couple in the computer 
center. Now we have 180 spread all over the cam- 
pus. Those things have to be maintained, printers 
have to be supplied with paper, and there isn’t 
around trying to find some way to pay for that 
stuff, and Long Beach came up with the idea to 
sock the student,’’ he said. 
‘‘We think there needs to be something done,’’ 
Cunningham continued, ‘‘but it’s more general 
than just computers, it’s all over campus. 
Everybody’s hurting for money.”’ 
West said he feels the proposal may, in the long 
run, have system-wide implications. But for now, 
he said he is sorry for the mixup and considers the 
matter closed. 
‘It assumes that all students have equal need,’’? | ™oney in the budget for it. People are scraping 
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t’s nice to know that in the face of 
economic adversity some people still 
The California State University board of 
trustees decided to give 19 campus 
presidents pay raises of more than 
yearly incomes which range from $65,000 
to $95,000. HSU President Alistair Mc- 
Crone’s salary will 
@ e 
Chancellor Ann Editorial 
Reynolds’ also 
received an $18,000 
were given $10,000 raises. 
These increases are, to say the least, 
disappointing. 
to the administrators is that it will help 
make the CSU competitive with institu- 
tions around the country. 
dent Alistair McCrone to turn down such a 
raise and do not doubt that CSU presidents 
in general are hard-working individuals 
question the timing of the move and the 
justification used. 
Explain to angry students who have to 
system can justify salary increases after 
spending so much effort telling them how 
financially-strapped the CSU system is. 
who are receiving a slight, 3 percent annual 
pay increase, why more funds cannot be 
found to attract and keep qualified faculty 
One begins to wonder, even with lower 
salaries and competition from other 
schools and corporations, why the CSU 
ministrators to California — one of the 
most highly regarded living areas in the na- 
tion. 
attractive feature that will help lure more 
administrators away from private corpora- 
tions: the promise of windfall pay raises 
ment or productivity. 
That is the major disappointment. 
Despite the system’s lack of solutions for 
many school programs, huge salary in- 
creases are still doled out. 
It may seem obvious there is no real 
members. They can, however, take heart in 
knowing that with the salaries now being 
offered, the CSU system may attract top 
Maybe the new administrators will be 
able to devise better solutions for the 
system’s problems than giving themselves 
CSU officials gain, 
lead the good life. 
$11,000. CSU presidents will now have 
be about $81,000. 
increase, and five of her vice chancellors 
The justification for granting pay hikes 
While we can hardly expect HSU Presi- 
who deserve just compensation, we do 
pay $230 more in fees this year how the 
Explain to the CSU faculty members, 
members on the CSU campuses. 
system has trouble attracting qualified ad- 
Certainly, the trustees have added one 
without any consideration of accomplish- 
its financial woes, in spite of major cuts to 
recourse for angry students and faculty 
administrators. 
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“A pay raise? ? Why, of course, my dear sir. Bentley, 
shake the kid again.” 
Letters to the editor 
Lumberjack ultra-conservative 
Editor: 
Oh, dear. The biggest fear of The Lumberjack 
editors who attacked the Broadsides in their last 
issue seems to be what elementary and junior high 
school students might think about their college 
campus visit after reading our publication. 
This ultra-conservative and, yes, embarrassing 
attitude on the part of these journalists is as 
frightening as any offended grade-schooler we can 
imagine. This fear of appearances is the kind that 
eventually leads to a mass apathy on the part of 
the general public, because the public never really 
gets the actual news. The Lumberjack would 
rather whine about spray paint on concrete walls 
and editorials on masturbation than contemplate 
their roles as journalists — that of furnishing the 
public with the news, no matter how disturbing 
and ‘‘immoral’’ it seems to be. 
Frankly, we find it amazing that this mere 
quarrel of tastes should warrant a half-page 
editorial in The Lumberjack in the first place. 
The Broadsides is not force-fed to the students as 
is their heavily distributed publication. Our one, 
lonely copy sits on the library steps and anyone is 
free to pass by it if they find the idea of sex and 
drugs offensive. We find both subjects quite in- 
teresting, actually, and the crowds around each 
issue confirm this interest as well. Obviously, a 
large portion of the campus community have the 
‘*rebellious teenage mentality’? that The Lumber- 
jack editors suggested in their editorial. 
Now, let’s get to the second serious problem of 
The Lumberjack editorial of two weeks ago — 
that of the contextual errors within the editorial 
itself. First, how can the editors say they support 
freedom of speech but not the contents of the 
Humboldt Broadsides? Isn’t that a contradiction 
in terms? Doesn’t every speech have contents? 
That’s like saying Henry Miller and D.H. 
Lawrence are free to write whatever they like; 
however, we won’t publish their books in 
America. 
Secondly, it’s a shame that the editors didn’t do 
their homework before describing the content of 
the Broadsides as ‘‘irrelevant’’ and ‘‘inap- 
propriate.’’ Historical broadsides, dating from the 
15th century, contained ballads, poems, and 
satiric and sensational (and certainly radical) 
views On contemporary events: politics, public 
hangings, art, gossip, foreign wars, religion (Mar- 
tin Luther’s theses were actually a broadside that 
he hung from the posting board on the church) 
and dare we say it — sex. 
What we have tried to do as editors of the 
Broadsides is to recreate this first form of printed 
communication. Our publication is called the 
Broadsides, not The New York Times. Perhaps 
The Lumberjack staff considers the trials and 
tribulations of a male cheerleader a more serious 
topic than sex and drugs. 
We think that the crowds around each issue of 
the Broadsides speaks for itself as to whether or 
not our publication is ‘‘really useful,’’ whatever 
that means. No, the physical features of the 
Broadsides do not allow it to be used as carpeting 
in the bottom of Howard the Hamster’s cage. But 
we do find it to be a creative outlet for light- 
hearted, fun articles and good, old-fashioned 
ribaldry — the kinds of articles The Lumberjack 
finc's ‘inappropriate ii 
By the way, it just so happens that the subject 
See MORE LETTERS, next page 
  
Editorial board 
The Lumberjack’s editorial board meets once a week to 
discuss issues it deems worthy of editorial comment. The 
board consists of The Lumberjack's editors and two staff 
members. Once a topic is picked for editorial comment, a 
member of the board is selected to write the editorial 
Lumberjack editorials are not signed. Ultimate respon- 
sibility for the opinion(s) expressed, however, is the 
editor's   
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What id is 
By Bob Lambie 
  
! 4 I’m here and I’m asking what’s the rush? 
Come on, lady. Move it. Why do I always get 
a these snail people when I’m standing in 
ine? 
Here I am in the so-called express lane, stalled 
by a white-haired, widget of a women who is 
three items over the limit, two dollars short of 
cash and four bricks short of a load. 
‘*I’m sorry, dearie, but I’ll have to write a 
check. Is that OK?’’ she asks the clerk. 
‘*You’re not supposed to, but I think we can 
help you,”’ the clerk replies. 
Three minutes later, after she has filled out her 
check record, made the subtractions, one for the 
amount and one for the check charge, she fills 
out the check itself. 
‘‘Oh, my goodness. I wanted to make this out 
for just a pinch over the amount of purchase. Is 
that OK?’’ 
‘*Well, sure,’’ replies the clerk. 
‘“Well then here, give me back that check and 
I’ll give you a new one,”’ the lady says. “‘I sup- 
pose I could just change the amount on the first 
check, but if I don’t keep my records neat, I 
don’t have any idea what’s going on with my 
balance.”’ 
Slowly my hands begin rolling up a People 
magazine, tight and stiff, a perfect club. 
‘*Now how much was that again?’’ she asks. 
‘*That was $27.36,’’ the clerk responds. 
**Oh yes, that’s right. So I’ll just make that out 
for $35. Is that OK?’’ 
‘*Fine.’’ 
The express line is growing exponentially, stret- 
ching along the frozen foods, back past the 
special display of donkey sausage. 
‘““OK, ma’am, that’s $7.64 change,’’ the clerk 
says, placing the wilted bills and cold coins into 
her hand. 
‘*Oh, I have some pennies here. Can I give 
them to you so I don’t have to carry more of 
them around?”’ 
The clerk’s response has beer reduced to a low 
growl. Meanwhile, in the next aisle over, a 
mother of nine who began checking out at the 
same time is just leaving with six weeks worth of 
groceries. 
The clerk takes four pennies from the lady and 
hands her a new batch of change. 
‘‘That’s $7.70, ma’am,”’ says the clerk. 
‘‘Thank you, dearie,’’ says the lady. 
Just when it looks like I’m going to make it up 
to the counter, this white-haired wonder of in- 
competence insists on putting away her change 
before she moves from her spot. 
First she turns the bills around so they are all 
facing the same direction. Then she pulls out the 
bills she already had in her purse, arranges all her 
paper money in numerical order, then slides them 
neatly into the crevice of her wallet. 
Next she puts her coin change away, 
methodically opening a separate pocket for each 
denomination. 
Just as I raise my arm high in the air, ready to 
deliver a crushing blow to the back of her pasty 
scalp, she moves away toward the door. 
‘*Can I help you, sir?’’ asks the clerk. 
**Just this pack of gum,”’ I say. 
The whole transaction takes just under nine 
seconds, and I’m out the door and in my car. 
I’m already late because of that ridiculous 
woman, but I manage to compose myself. | still 
have five minutes left to get across town. I’ll 
make it too, if that stupid car in front of me will 
just pull out into ... I don’t believe it. 
More letters 
Continued from preceding page 
of the next Broadsides is rock ’n‘ roll, and 
students and other members of the campus com- 
munity are invited to send their contributions to 
Humboldt Broadsides, c/o Nelson Hall East. Be 
sure to watch for it on the library steps in 
January. 
Jodi Stutz, Robert Gluckson 
Co-editors, Humboldt Broadsides 
Freedom of speech 
Editor: 
Who gave you the right to decide what is pro- 
per, relevant or reflective of intelligent readers? 
You say hooray for freedom of speech, but ad- 
vocate the dissemination of material deemed im- 
portant by your editorial staff. 
You profess to be a good newspaper, but spend 
what seems to be a considerable amount of time 
downgrading other publications while ignoring 
constant complaints that your own reporting 1s 
subjective and one-sided. 
How dare you suggest that not only is the 
Broadsides irrelevant but that you can tell us all 
what is a good subject for readers to dwell on? 
Use/abuse of military power is indeed a topic 
which needs to be studied by all. However, you 
have no right to say that sex and drugs are not. 
People should be made more aware of these 
topics while they are young. If they are not, then 
they will necessarily have to deal with them later 
(when they ‘‘should’’ be getting into more impor- 
tant things). Later is evidently now, as the Broad- 
sides seems to suffer no lack of readers. 
I’ve not ventured out to read the Broadsides. I 
did submit one piece for the latest edition, 
however, and I must guess that you’ve spent no 
time in poetry-reading classes. If you had, you 
would likely have realized that at least one article 
in no way glorified the use of drugs but applaud- 
ed the growing out of them. 
August C. Leavitt 
Eureka 
The Lumberjack broadsided 
Editor: 
In your Nov. 16 editorial you broadsided the 
Humboldt Broadsides. It is my understanding that 
the purpose of the Broadsides is not to inform 
students of ‘‘the uses and abuses of military 
power in the world today.’’ You’re the campus 
newspaper, that’s your job. So why don’t you 
start doing it? 
I recommend that you crawl out of your cave 
every once in a while to discover that students are 
interested in the ‘‘irrelevant’’ topics of sex, drugs 
and the anti-nuclear movement. 
I loved your ridiculous suggestion of learning 
about sexuality by taking a class. Great! The next 
time I meet a man I’m interested in I'll invite him 
to take a class with me. How sensuous. 
It is my opinion that the Humboldt Broadsides 
is the most entertaining reading on campus. 
Susan L. Babin 
Junior, French 
Emphasis phase defended 
Editor: 
In addition to my disagreement with the con- 
cept of your editorial ‘‘Emphasis Phase Waste of 
Time,”’ I also disagree with the allegation that 
some students may choose another college to 
avoid the requirement. It may be difficult to find 
such a college. The requirement applies to all of 
the California State University system. In addi- 
tion, any reputable institution which competes 
with HSU for students will have a strong general 
education program. 
You attacked specifically a series of courses 
which included ‘‘Total War and Modern 
Society.’’ Considering the present situation in the 
world, it is astounding that you don’t believe an 
educated person should know more about these 
topics. 
Your editorial seems to equate education with 
occupational goals. I agree that one of the goals 
is career preparation — but what about other 
goals? After graduating, about 30 percent of your 
time will be spent sleeping, about 20 percent 
working on a job. What about the other 50 per- 
cent? Should not an education assist you in hav- 
ing that 50 percent be exciting and worthwhile to 
you as a human being? 
If all you wish from an education is job 
preparation, then perhaps you would be better off 
attending one of the many proprietary schools or 
institutes to prepare for a job and spend your 
leisure time forever after glued to the tube. 
A baccalaureate degree means more than just 
job preparation: it means that the graduate has at 
least been given the opportunity to become more 
than just an automaton working at a job; it 
means that the graduate has some of the tools to 
be a fruitful and contributing member of this 
society we call a democracy. 
It is depressing to see how badly we (the facul- 
ty) have failed in bringing these ideas to the editor 
of our student newspaper. 




The fine article by Joy Stephens on recent stu- 
dent recruitment activity at HSU is mildly flawed 
by one inaccuracy and several important omis- 
sions. 
I did not take the photos that appear in the 
new student recruitment brochure, as implied in 
Ms. Stephens’ article. I prepared the copy, but 
simply gathered and did some preliminary screen- 
ing of the transparencies. 
Contributing photographers included William 
Bigg, Jay Brown, Thomas Farrington, Laurie 
Kahn, Peter Palmquist, Susan Rebholz, Mary 
Skiles and Dar Spain. 
The outstanding layout, design and calligraphy 
are the work of Jay Brown, HSU’s talented 
graphic artist. The sharp printing and production 
were accomplished by Bug Press of Arcata. 
It was, as they say amid the champagne and 
sweat of the victor’s locker room, ‘‘A team ef- 
fort.’’ 
Don A. Christenser 
Director of University Relations 
Uncontrollable urge 
Editor: 
In my nearly 14 years at HSU I have never felt 
obliged to respond to any Lumberjack editorial. 
However, I was so appalled by your ‘‘Emphasis 
Phase Waste of Time’’(Nov. 16 issue) that I can- 
See MORE LETTERS, next page 




Continued from preceding page 
not restrain the urge to respond. Mind you, I 
hold no brief for the emphasis phase per se; my 
cause is general education and the liberal arts, the 
real target of your editorial. Indeed, there are 
some valid reasons for criticizing and for (as you 
suggest) re-evaluating the emphasis phase pro- 
gram. But you deny the worth or value of general 
education; that is a different story. 
I hope your editorial does not speak for HSU 
students when you imply that education is solely a 
cram course in job-getting, which excludes any 
thoughts of what humanity was, is and ought to 
be both in and out of the workplace. Is one to go 
forth to the workplace with tunnel-vision, blind to 
the social, cultural, economic and political en- 
vironment? Of course not! If we dispense with the 
humanity in humans we end up a nation or world 
of robots. General education is intended to, in 
part, insure that this does not happen. A wildlife 
graduate (to use your example) does not just talk 
to the animals like the mythical Dr. Doolittle; he 
or she must communicate either orally or in writ- 
ten form (including computers) with people — 
both in and out of the workplace. That requires 
some open-mindedness and understanding of the 
human condition — some sense of human 
frailties, inadequacies, fears, loves, desires, habits 
and the like. You get some sense of this by a ra- 
tion of mind-bending exercises, negotiating your 
way through courses outside the major. They are 
intended to challenge the built-in and, for the 
most part, unchallenged assumptions of our own 
narrow interests. 
Thus, while general education does not issue 
union cards to insure employment, it does make a 
person a better employer, employee, neighbor, 
partner, father or mother, and citizen. The 
average person, it is said these days, lives for 
70-odd years. Allowing approximately one-third 
of that time for sleeping and approximately 45 
years in the workplace for half of the remaining 
time, that still leaves a lot of living to do. The 
more humanely we conduct ourselves during that 
time the more enjoyable life can be. 
William R. Tanner 
Professor, history 
Fanmail for cheerleaders 
Editor: 
The cheeky photo of the cheerleaders in your 
last issue really cracked me up. Truly the 
cheerleaders’ best side, I sent a copy to some 
friends. They are now packing to visit the Arcata 
Bottoms. The picture was taken as the Marching 
Lumberjacks played the song‘‘Down Under,’’ and 
it got a buttload of comments. Tush tush, don’t 
cry if you’re offended, just turn the other cheek. 
Now that we have gotten to the bottom of this I 
feel that we should get behind our cheerleaders 
with warm feelings of firm support. 
Douglas Root 
Senior, recreation administration 
Emphasis phase delays 
Editor: 
After reading the editorial opinion in last 
week’s Lumberjack on the emphasis phase pro- 
gram, I would like to extend my gratitude for 
arousing awareness of this issue. 
Due to a class assignment, I recently plotted 
Out my entire academic career which will lead to 
my graduation from HSU. When | did this, the 
emphasis phase program proved to be one big 
obstacle. The realization came about that even 
though I will impact each quarter with courses 
pertaining to my major in order to graduate in 
the spring of 1985, I will be forced to remain at 
HSU for the following fall quarter exclusively to 
complete courses in my emphasis phase program. 
Not only does this cause me great frustration, but 
one extra quarter will be extremely expensive. By 
the time I reach the point of my last quarter, the 
fees could be twice as high. 
It seems that the administration would take into 
consideration the extra time, energy and money 
the emphasis phase program requires. I am afraid 
the academic conditions of today are not as 
favorable to this type of a program. 
According to the HSU catalog, ‘‘The Emphasis 
Phase Program is designed so as to acquaint and 
involve students in the concepts, methods, and 
perspective which one or more scholarly 
disciplines employ to attempt to understand and 
resolve the problem or paradox.”’ 
It seems to be that the emphasis phase program 
could be a topic within its own department. 
Michelle Ferrario 
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Apartheid silenced by U.S. economic interests 
It seems that whenever a country is threatened 
with communist takeover such as Grenada, South 
Korea, Vietnam and El Salvador, American 
troops are immediately rushed in to safeguard our 
‘‘intérest’’ as well as expel all communist threats 
to world peace. 
Meanwhile the cries of the oppressed and mar- 
tyred of South Africa’s apartheid are hushed in 
the deadly wind. 
It seems that American diplomacy, 
humanitarianism and peace-loving efforts cease to 
function when our interest supersedes our respon- 
sibility toward a people. 
Apartheid is similar to the instituted forms of 
discrimination practiced in the United States dur- 
ing the ’50s and ’60s_ under ‘‘Jim Crow laws’’ 
and the ‘‘separate-but-equal clause,’’ where non- 
whites were separated socially, economically and 
geographically from whites. 
In South Africa blacks and Asians are arrested, 
jailed and often killed for being caught in the 
wrong neighborhood or out late without permits. 
Here are some reasons why the United States 
hasn’t and will not take some form of action 
against apartheid,which is equal to communism, 
in that it disregards the basic right to freedom. 
In 1953 the United States and Britain founded 
the Combined Development Agency and became 
purchasing partners of increasingly large quan- 
tities of uranium from South Africa. 
The importance of uranium is no secret. 
What is the Reagan administration doing with 
human rights legislation that has been in the 
books since 1973? 
This legislation, as well as a whole range of in- 
ternational agreements, condemned human rights 
violations and raised formidable moral and legal 
barriers against assistance to precisely the dic- 
tatorial regimes the Reagan administration wished 
to befriend. : 
The 1973 legislation requires the termination or 
reduction of security assistance and military sales 
to any country that engages in consistent patterns 
of gross violations of internationally recognized 
human rights. 
Also, no loans from world and international 
banks for reconstruction and development are to 
be given to a country that violates human rights. 
In 1978, under the Nixon administration, Con- 
gress instructed the export-import bank (made up 
of private businesses) to finance exports to South 
Africa on the condition that private firms imple- 
ment fair employment practices. 
Today 13 American companies own three - 
quarters of U.S. investments in South Africa. 
Today South Africa’s new constitution allows 
some non-whites to participate in the political 
system by voting at the polls. However, not all 
blacks have this right. 
Where do human rights stand in U.S. foreign 
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MEET A PIZZA 
WE HAVE TO START MEETING LIKE THIS! 
Antonio's will give away three more delicious 
and nutrtitious GIANT PIZZAS next week to the 
winners of the weekly drawing. 
and register. 
Winners’ names will appear in next week's Lumberjack. 
policy under the Reagan administration? The ad- 
ministration has insisted that effectiveness is what 
counts. 
The object is not to isolate them (friendly coun- 
tries) for their injustice and thereby render 
Ourselves ineffective, but to use our influence to 
effect desirable change. 
An effective ‘‘silent diplomacy’’ is what is sup- 
posed to distinguish the Reagan administration 
from its predecessors. 
There’s something hypocrtical about any ad- 
ministration which emphasizes religious beliefs, 
constitutional rights, civil rights and peace efforts 
in regard to the administration of justice in the 
world but refuses to bring down the gavel when it 
comes to fighting for human equality. 
I like how Ghanian George Boamah, an 
African poet, put it when he said that any time 
the United States is openly involved in an intra- 
African crisis as it was in Chad, the crisis is bet- 
ween blacks. 
On the other hand, in a white versus black con- 
flict as in South Africa, the official response of 
the United States has been neutrality. 
No wonder it took Congress until 1983 to 
recognize the achievements of a great black 
American civil rights leader and his day of birth 
as a national holiday. The man was Martin 
Luther King Jr. 
ke n Bake Pizz? 
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CONGRATULATIONS! 
The winners of the GIANT PIZZAS are: David 
Swendener, Maureen Worst and Shaven Trump. 
Just come in 
No purchase necessary.  
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Registration materials due 
Returning students must submit 
their registration materials for winter 
quarter °84 to Siemens Hall, 209 by 
noon Friday. 
Separate boxes will be set up for 
computer registration cards and fee 
payment envelopes. Students can get 
more information at 826-3421. 
Aid information available 
Students can get information on 
financial aid by asking the right peo- 
ple. 
The Financial Aid office number is 
826-4321 and the following is a list of 
who to ask for when calling. 
Guaranteed Student Loans, 
Bresee or Liz Sharp; payment 
schedules, Sydney Jamison; Pell 
Grants, Rita McWilliams or Sandra 
Hall; work-study, Elizabeth Mikles or 
Donna Franke; scholarships, Janice 
Bresee or Jack Altman; Bureau of In- 
dian Affairs Grants, Roy Redner. 
Forestry club sells trees 
HSU’s Forestry Club will start sell- 
ing Christmas trees Saturday on the lot 
next to Bim’s on G Street. 
The lot will be open 10 a.m.-10 p.m., 
7 days a week until all the silver tip fir 
trees are sold. 
This is the main fund-raising event 
for the Foresty Club. 
HSU journalists win honor 
HSU’s student chapter of the Society 
of Professional Journalists has been 
recognized as the most outstanding stu- 
dent chapter in Region 11, which in- 
cludes universities and colleges in 
Arizona, California, Hawaii and 
Nevada. 
HSU’s chapter was also ranked 
among the top 12 student chapters out 
of 180 nationwide at the SPJ national 
conference in San _ Francisco this 
month. 
Science job fair 
A daylong job fair for natural 
resources and science majors will be 
held in Goodwin Forum 9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Thursday. 
Students and faculty can get infor- 
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Mon.-Fri., 8-5:30; Sat.- 9-4 
Arcata 
and internship employment oppor- 
tunities. 
The Career Development Center will 
host representatives from the Califor- 
nia Fish and Game Department, 
California Department of Forestry, 
U.S. Forest Service, California Depart- 
ment of Parks and Recreation, Califor- 
nia Department of Transportation, 
Bureau of Land Management and Red- 
wood National Park. 
Short story contest 
The Raymond Carver Short Story 
Award, named for an HSU graduate, 
offers writers a $100 prize and publica- 
tion in Toyon, HSU’s literary 
magazine. 
Deadline for the award is Feb. 15. 
Stories should be no longer than 25 
double-spaced pages. 
Entrants can submit their stories and 
their $3 entry fees to: Raymond Carver 
Short Story Award, c/o HSU’s English 
Department, Arcata, Calif. 95521. A 
self-addressed stamped envelope 
should be included so the winner can 
be notified. 
Grenada debate tomorrow 
A former Air Force Chief of Staff 
for the Western Hemisphere Division 
will join four university professors to 
discuss recent U.S. involvement in 
Grenada tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Van Duzer Theatre. 
Col. Sam Dickens, from the White 
House liaison office, will engage in a 
debate with HSU professors John 
Travis, Jeff Lustig, John Grobey, and 
Professor E. Brian Murphy from 
University of Santa Clara. It’s free and 
open to the public. 
Two HSU students die 
The campus flag flew at half-staff 
early this week in memory of two HSU 
students who died over the Thanksgiv- 
ing holiday in unrelated incidents. 
The Office of Student Services said 
Aaron Siggson, 70, died of a heart at- 
tack in his Arcata home Saturday, and 
Michael Robert Edwards, 19, died in 
an auto accident near his home in 
Morgan Hill. 
Siggson, a social sciences graduate 
student is survived by his son, Bruce. 
Edwards, a freshman business ad- 
ministration major who lived in the 
Sunset Hall dorm, is survived by his 
parents. 
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SLC members at odds 
over pending lawsuit vote 
‘The letter did not give 
information requested’ 
By Andrew Moore 
Staff writer 
Three weeks after receiving the 
California State Student Association’s 
letter explaining its plan of action in 
the lawsuit against Gov. George 
Deukmejian, the Student Legislative 
Council voted to postpone its 
response until next week. 
The CSSA’s letter was an effort to 
persuade the council to support the 
lawsuit. The SLC voted Oct. 26 to op- 
pose the suit until the CSSA can pro- 
vide a clearer understanding of its legal 
strategies. 
‘*The letter did not give us the infor- 
mation we requested in the proposal,’’ 
SLC Chairman Scott Stegeman said. 
“It is like they think the SLC is a paid 
employee of the governor’’ (because it 
won’t disclose the details of the 
lawsuit). 
Freshman dormitory representative 
Dawn Thorsen, however, said the in- 
formation is not necessary for the 
council to make an intelligent decision. 
‘*We have executive sessions to keep 
discussions not deemed necessary for 
exposure to the rest of the student 
body just as the CSSA needs to put 
restrictions on some of its 
information,’’ Thorsen, a business ma- 
jor, said. 
On another point, Stegeman said the 
council should refrain from action un- 
til the California Supreme Court has 
decided to listen to the case. To have 
the lawsuit bumped down to the 
superior court level would result in 
more costs and a longer battle, he said. 
In response, Associated Students 
Vice President Bill Crocker said, ‘‘We 
(CCSA executive board) feel we have 
an extremely strong case that will be 
heard. The recent problems of 
disenrollment at other CSU schools re- 
quires immediate judicial attention to 
define the governor’s power in regard 
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to fee increases.”’ 
The lawsuit in question is a protest 
of Deukmejian’s veto of legislative 
language that was intended to prohibit 
the state from imposing irregular and 
unwarranted fee hikes in the CSU 
system. 
At the beginning of this year, 
students at schools operating under the 
semester system were forced to cover a 
fee increase after the academic year 
had already started. Those who could 
not afford the increase were disenroll- 
ed from classes. 
CSSA lobbyist Curtis Richards is ex- 
pected to visit the council next week to 
answer any questions the council may 
have before it reconsiders its original 
opposition to the lawsuit. 
In other action, the council: 
@ Allocated $300 to the Marching 
Lumberjacks to help pay its new direc- 
tor, J.B. Smith. The SLC said Smith 
has proven to be an effective leader for 
the band and has greatly improved its 
performance over the last two years. 
@ Approved a $75 request from the 
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship to 
help pay entrance fees at an IVCF Con- 
ference during Christmas break. 
@ Decided to send a letter to John 
Lowry, dean of the College of Business 
and Economics, questioning the 
justification of a test given in accoun- 
ting 1A and 1B which required students 
to take it on a Saturday. 
Crocker said students with jobs on 
that day were not given an option to 
take the test at another time. He also 
reported that the length of the test was 
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National Unity Party urged by speaker 
By Kathryn Arrington 
Community editor 
John Anderson mixed colorful 
political anecdotes with critical issues 
in an address to a standing-room-only 
crowd of more than 400 people in the 
Kate Buchanan room Nov. 20. 
The former independent presidential 
candidate’s speech focused on the need 
for a third political party in the United 
States. 
Anderson is speaking throughout 
California this month to increase sup- 
port for establishing the National Uni- 
ty Party. 
“*I am generally persuaded that if the 
political process is going to be chang- 
ed, if it’s going to be reformed in this 
country, we need the force and the ef- 
fect of a strong third party,’’ he said. 
‘*] have no mysterious or ulterior 
motives in my desire to see a new 
political party established. It is not 
simply to provide a forum or a vehicle 
for John Anderson to run for the 
presidency,’’ he said. 
Anderson said he does not think the 
country as a whole is getting the best 
solutions to its problems. 
‘*In a government that has become 
as complex and programatic as ours, 
the two major parties have simply 
become all things to all people,’’ the 
former Illinois congressman said. 
‘*The establishment of a strong new 
party would be a reform to the process 
that would in turn encourage them (the 
Republicans and Democrats) to reform 
some of their positions.’’ 
Anderson cited the results of a recent 
nationwide survey by the American 
Broadcasting Company on voter tur- 
nout. He said the results show that 
many people do not vote because they 
feel their vote would not make any dif- 
ference. 
“I think that is dangerous to 
American democracy to have that as 
the reason why people don’t take part 
in the political process,’’ he said. 
Anderson also criticized the two ex- 
isting parties for becoming indebted to 
special interest groups because they are 
such a good source of campaign funds. 
‘*The new party should not tie into 
those vested interests that today, with 
their contributions, are literally setting 
the agenda and making the decisions 
that ought to be made by our 
legislators,’’ he said. 
Anderson also questioned the 
‘We need the edge 
that a strong new 
party will provide’ 
deployment of nuclear weapons as 
deterrents. 
‘*The irony is that we are presently in 
danger of the very weapons we devised 
to protect ourselves,’’ he said. 
Anderson said one problem in the 
arms race is that ‘twe don’t have the 
national dialogue that we should be 
getting.’’ 
“| don’t think we’re getting the 
debate because they are both commit- 
ted to the idea that we’ve got to have 
higher defense budgets. The only thing 
they argue about is the degree of that 
increase.’’ 
Although he is optimistic about the 
success of the establishment of the new 
party, Anderson said he does not think 
a strong new party can be built in one 
election. He is hoping for continued 
support in the slow process of 
establishing a legitimate third party. 
‘“‘We need that additional com- 
petitive cutting edge that a strong new 
party will provide,’’ he concluded. 
Don Andrews, a political science lec- 
turer, said the U.S. government 
operates in such a way that it virtually 
See ANDERSON, next page 
—Charlie Metivier 
John Anderson shows HSU audience members how the campaign 
trail has adversely affected his shoe leather. 
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excludes third parties from becoming 
established. 
He said that because of the electoral 
college system, third parties do not 
have much of a chance of making it. 
‘‘People take the best of two evils 
rather than vote for their preference. 
Third parties get eliminated that way,”’ 
he said. 
“Third parties have arisen in the 
United States briefly ... but if history is 
any guide, the structure doesn’t reward 
it,’’ Andrews said. 
Bruce Haston, a political science 
professor, agrees with Andrews that 
there is no possibility of a third party 
being established under the present cir- 
cumstances. 
‘*A third political party would make 
a significant contribution ... but I 
don’t know if the circumstances are as 
conducive now as they were in 1980,’’ 
Haston said. 
He said the reason a third party 
would not catch on is because there has 
been a history of two parties in 
American politics. 
‘*Some people may think they’d be 
wasting their vote,’’ he said. 
‘*If there was a major national crisis 
of some kind, third parties would have 
a better chance.”’ 
Following the speech, Carol Schill- 
inger, Arcata organizer of the National 
Unity Party, urged the audience to 
register to vote as members of the par- 
ty. The campaign must obtain 80,000 
signatures by Jan. 3 in order to be plac- 
ed on the state primary ballot as a third 
political party. Once the party is 
established, Anderson will be 
—e to run for the presidency in 
1984. 
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HSU gets reduction in payback 
to CSU from enrollment drop 
HSU received $250,000 worth of 
good news this week when the Califor- 
nia State University system cut that 
amount from the campus’ reimburse- 
ment for its decline in enrollment. 
Because the CSU funds campuses on 
the basis of how many students are 
enrolled, the loss of about 600 students 
this fall left HSU below the budgeted 
amount. HSU administrators were 
forced to plan for a loss of almost $1.3 
million. 
The $350,000 reduction results from 
a decision by Chancellor W. Ann 
Reynolds and her staff to reduce the 
amount HSU must pay back per stu- 
dent from $2,186 to $1,556. 
The payback will be about $1 million 
and will come from the school’s four 
administrative areas: Academic Af- 
fairs, Administrative Affairs, Student 
Services and the President’s Office. 
Final cuts are expected to be approv- 
ed this week by President Alistair Mc- 
Crone, who will get reduction recom- 
mendations today from the University 
Resource Planning and Budget Com- 
mittee. 
No new figures ‘were available on 
how much each of the four areas would 
lose, but when the loss was expected to 
be $1.3 million Academic Affairs was 
to be hit hardest, followed by Ad- 
ministrative Affairs, Student Services 





By Mariko Takayasu 
Staff writer 
Admission to one of the 19 Califor- 
nia State University campuses, in- 
cluding HSU, will require tougher 
standards for freshmen entering next 
fall. 
The CSU Trustees approved of a 
program in January 1982 that requires ° 
students who enter in the fall of 1984 to 
have completed two years of college 
preparatory mathematics and four 
years of college preparatory English. 
News releases from the office of 
CSU Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds 
reported that the new entry require- 
ment is similar to the one used in the 
University of California system. When 
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in 1981, CSU Trustees worked closely 
with UC representatives to make the 
two admission standards similar. 
The CSU has ‘‘been pleased to learn 
that the courses identified by most high 
schools as meeting the CSU re- 
quirements are identical to those on 
their UC lists,’’ a release stated. 
The UC requirements are made in 
such a way as to accept the top 10 per- 
cent of high school graduates in the 
state. 
CSU acceptance requirements do not 
expect freshmen to have grade point 
averages or college entrance test scores 
as high as those in the UC. 
Students will have to complete the 
required subjects with a C grade by the 
end of the term or else take the subject 
again to be accepted by the CSU, the 
" pnev> 
en oN 
chancellor’s office reported. cs 
The chancellor’s office has stated the 
use of UC course lists ‘‘relieves high 
schools of the need to prepare similar 
but abbreviated CSU course lists.”’ 
Tom Dawson, counselor to Arcata 
High School seniors, said the require- 
ment change is a welcome improve- 
ment. 
Although the decision to change the 
requirements was made while this 
year’s high school graduating seniors 
were in the middle of their sophomore 
year, Dawson said there has been no 
critical problems for any Arcata stu- 
dent so far. 
‘*As soon as I found out about the 
additional requirements ... | went 
around to all classes and explained the 
new requirements thoroughly.”’ ia   
" ac COPIES 
NEW SELF-SERVICE COPIER 
Special features include: 
@ Two-sided copies 
@ Automatic Sorting and Collating 
LIBRARY COPY CENTER 
Library Rm. 205 
ovre™ 
M-Th 10-7, Fri 10-5, Sat/Sun 12-5 
Come in for details! 
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Are you ready? 
Store windows take on a festive appearance for the holiday seas 
Christmas trees have 
already arrived at Tom 
and Tricia Wilwerding’s . a 2 
lot in Eureka. A, - 2 BG Py Mp: 
W 4 s 
“a 44 i = x 
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The rush to see Santa is 
on at the Eureka Mall 
and it’s only the day 
after Thanksgiving. 
  
Gary Bird, geography senior, puts the finishing touches on store decorations. 
2 here sooner than you think 
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Council receives visit 





By Kathryn Arrington 
Community editor 
The goals and objectives of HSU’s 
Student Legislative Council were 
presented to the Arcata City Council 
by the newly appointed council liaison. 
Kevin Jolly, a freshman political 
science major, said at the city council 
meeting that the purpose of his posi- 
tion is to inform the council of the ac- 
tivities of the SLC. 
“It is for open communication and 
understanding’’ between the two coun- 
cils, he said. ‘‘They (the SLC) just 
want to have some communication 
with you.’’ 
The student council is concerned 
about several community issues which 
affect HSU. One such concern is that 
the Humboldt Transit Authority bus 
service is in debt, Jolly said. 
‘*It’s very clear that you either raise 
fares, cut expenses or get donations’’ 
in such a situation, he said. 
Insufficient notification of Arcata 
Plaza events was another concern rais- 
ed by Jolly. 
‘“‘A lot of HSU students are in- 
terested in what goes on there (on the 
, Plaza) on weekends and holidays,’’ he 
said. 
Collective bargaining 
Jolly also mentioned plans for coor- 
dinating voter registration for Arcata 
elections. 
‘*HSU students want to vote in Ar- 
cata elections even if they’re only here 
for nine months,’’ he said. 
Councilmember Steve Leiker com- 
mended Jolly and the SLC for their 
‘rigorous undertaking.”’ 
‘*I wish you luck and I hope you get 
a lot of things done,”’ he said. 
The council approved a recommen- 
dation to hire consultants and transfer 
funds for the development of the Ar- 
cata Community Park. 
The Arcata Parks and Recreation 
Department is developing a master 
plan and environmental impact report 
for the purpose of constructing a park 
on 33 acres of city-owned property on 
the corner of 7th and Union streets. 
Bob Cortelyou, director of parks 
and recreation, asked the council for 
approval to hire three consultant firms 
for the project — Laco Associates, Ris- 
ing Sun Enterprises and Thomas 
Gallagher. 
‘‘The contracts have been reviewed 
by our city attorney,’’ Cortelyou said. 
The consultants’ bid is $10,000 
below the lowest bid offered previous- 
ly, he said. 
Cortelyou also asked for approval to 
transfer a total of $27,000 from the 
parkland and residential construction 
tax funds to the city’s general fund. 
‘‘These funds ... are for the park and 
can’t be used for other city purposes,’’ 
he said. 
Mayor Sam Pennisi said, ‘‘I feel real 
good that we are making a move on 
our 33 acres.’’ 
Cortelyou said the department hopes 
to have the plans wrapped up by June. 
Students urged to speak 
By Joy Stephens 
Staff writer 
Students interested in collective 
bargaining have the opportunity to 
make their voices heard. 
Students are granted the right to 
have representation during contract 
negotiations between California State 
University management and the 
representatives of academic and stu- 
dent personnel by the Higher Educa- 
tion Employer-Employee Relations 
Act. 
Student Legislative Council Vice 
President Bill Crocker said that 
students were granted to sit in as a 
third party to represent the students’ 
position. 
Student representatives must be able 
to address the area of interests to 
students. 
Although it is a good experience, 
there has been a lack of students apply- 
ing for positions. 
‘*So far we haven’t had much stu- 
dent impact. Most students don’t 
spend spare time reading technical»pro- 
posals,’’ Crocker, a business and jour- 
nalism major, said. 
‘‘One challenge is to come up with a 
way to gather student input. We have 
tried but haven’t been all that suc- 
cessful. That’s not to say that we are 
going to give up,’’ Crocker said. 
In a telephone interview from Los 
Angeles, Shari Mills, director of collec- 
tive bargaining in the California State 
Student Association, said that students 
See VOICE, page 16 
  PLUS... Now- Real Time Cassette Duplication On the Plaza Arcata 
Low tape prices on all TDK, MAXELL 
and SONY blank cassettes. 
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CONTHE 
Your BSN means 
you're a professional 
nurse. In the Army, it 
also means you re 
an officer. You start as 
a full-fledged member 
of our medical team 
Call your local Army 
Nurse Corps Recruiter 
Or stop by 
See your Army 
Nurse Recruiter 
before you graduate 
Sergeant First Class 
Paul Atwood 
Collect 
| (916) 635-2543      
   
Bed & Breakfast 
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Opportunity 
By Gwen Neu 
Staff writer 
Women helping women through a 
variety of programs and services is this 
year’s theme of the American Associa- 
tion of University Women. 
Women who have graduated from 
any accredited four-year college or 
university are eligible to join this na- 
tional organization, which was found- 
ed in Boston in 1881. There are over 
190,000 AAUW members across the 
nation, Jackie Foote, president of the 
Humboldt chapter, said. 
The advancement of women, pro- 
motion of life-long learning and im- 
plementation of positive social and 
community changes are the three basic 
goals of the organization, she said. 
One type of service the organization 
provides is financial assistance to 
women in college. 
The Educational Foundation Pro- 
gram, which is a separate, non-profit 
program sponsored by the AAUW, 
was the first non-university fellowship 
exclusively for women, Foote said. 
National 
Any woman who is working toward a 
doctorate or a post-doctoral degree 
may apply for the grant. 
For the past two years, the Hum- 
boldt branch has awarded a re-entry 
scholarship to ‘‘someone who is trying 
to be self-supporting but is dependent 
upon grants to complete her education 
and has been away from school for 
more than five years,’’ Joyce 
— scholarship chairperson, 
said. 
The scholarship committee chose 
one woman out of more than 30 ap- 
plicants to be the recipient of this 
year’s $350 award. Strothmann said 
the woman, whose name will be releas- 
ed at the December meeting, was 
chosen for financial need and some of 
her personal struggles. The woman, 
Foote said, is a single mother receiving 
no support from her child’s father and 
is a full-time student. 
Also the fact that she had definite 
career goals helped single her out as the 
best applicant, Foote said. 
To keep in line with the group’s 
commitment to help other women, 
  
group gives support 
to female university graduates 
$100 was donated to the local YWCA 
to help its low-cost residence house 
meet rising utility rates without raising 
the rent. 
Besides the monthly meetings, the 
members meet in smaller, special-in- 
terest groups ‘‘as a way for the women 
to get to know each other,’’ Foote said. 
She said the interest groups are also 
a good way to ‘‘keep our minds active’’ 
even ‘‘when we have one-year-olds 
(children).’’ The groups give women 
the opportunity to engage in their 
favorite activities with other women. 
Sharon Ferrett, dean of Continuing 
Education at HSU, said she ioined the 
organization because there is ‘‘a great 
deal of educated women who want to 
help other women.”’ 
Ferrett is a member of the invest- 
ment group that meets every month to 
study the stock market and different 
forms of investment. It is ‘‘another 
way of saying to women that we need 
to educate ourselves on how to invest 
to become financially independent.”’ 
‘*We support education and women 
See AAUW, page 18 
Voice 
Continued from page 14 
selected to be on the bargaining com- 
mittee are from various places. 
‘*We look for students that have had 
involvement in student government or 
classes in contract bargaining. We 
want someone who is able to advocate 
the interests of students in the CSU 
system.”’ 
Mills said that it is a worthwhile pro- 
gram for students to be involved with. 
“*It can add a lot to their education. 
They learn to deal with people. It’s 
especially helpful for students who are 
going into political careers or business 
careers,’’ she said. 
Crocker said that students are being 
selected for next year’s representatives. 
‘*So far three or four people have 
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Bobbi G's 
applied from this campus. If I had the 
time I would apply. It is excellent 
hands-on experience.’’ 
He said that students who are 
selected to be on the committee are 
trained by professionals in the field. 
Another benefit is that students 
learn a lot without homework or 
classrooms. Students spend a lot of 
time flying to Long Beach where 
negotiations take place at the CSU 
headquarters. 
‘*The state picks up all of the costs. 
Students who are selected get 
everything paid for: hotel rooms, air 
fare and food,’’ he said. 
Mills said that 10 students have ap- 
plied for the positions. Ten students 
will be selected system-wide as student 
YARNS © THREADS © DYES 
BEADS ¢ GIFTS 
CARDS 
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than you think... 
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**} would like to get at least 10 more 
so I have a wide range to choose 
from,”’ she said. 
Contract bargaining takes place dur- 
ing February and July each year. 
Students who are interested in apply- 
ing for the position can request ap- 
plication packets at the Associated 
Students office on campus or call Shari 
Mills at (213) 590-5559. Applications 
should be postmarked no later than 
midnight wnight 
Crocker said students will partcipate 
in bargaining units which deal with 
physicians, professional and health 
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Sprouts 
  
By Mark Bruce 
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Continued from page 16 
in education and careers,’’ she said. 
‘*Higher education isn’t enough. It is 
the sharing of one’s knowledge also. 
‘‘What appeals to me is it’s (the 
organization) all ages, all different pro- 
fessions. There are homemakers, too,”’ 
she said. 
Other interest groups include book 
clubs, creative writing, singing and 
bridge groups. 
Chris Hawkins, who graduated from 
HSU in 1962 with a degree in elemen- 
tary education, spoke of the major 
project the local chapter has under- 
taken. She said members are trying to 
contact all the local women volunteer 
organizations in an attempt to bring 
them together to have each group 
discuss its goals. 
The AAUW believes that a poor line 
of communication has weakened the 
power of women, Hawkins said. 
‘‘The female power base is pretty 
diluted because we’re not together. 
There is no sense in one organization 
duplicating another,”’ she said. 
She added that this is not an attempt 
to destroy the individual organizations; 
it is an effort to get the groups to focus 
on separate goals to achieve one com- 
mon goal — to become more powerful 
in Washington, Sacramento and 
Humboldt County. 
Some AAUW members have made 
an endeavor to increase the number of 
local female high school graduates who 
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‘‘The percentage of young girls in 
Humboldt County who go to college is 
pretty dismal,’’ Foote said. 
She said the organization has tried to 
provide a service through the schools 
to encourage girls to think about the 
benefits of higher education because 
‘the ambition is just not there.’’ But 
neither are the finances nor the time 
needed to implement the programs in 
the school system, she said. 
The AAUW has co-sponsored a 
mathematics-science workshop, ‘‘Ex- 
panding Your Horizons,’’ for sixth- to 
12th-grade girls. Next fall’s workshop 
is in the planning stage. 
Women who work in these fields 
have attended the past workshops to 
encourage the young women to enter 
these predominantly male occupations, 
she said. 
‘We try to provide female role 
models to these girls to persuade them 
to stick with their math and science 
courses,’’ Hawkins said. 
Members of the association pay $25 
in fees per year. Half of this amount 
goes into the local chapter’s general 
fund to be used for community service 
projects, to pay for the speakers who 
appear at the monthly meetings and to 
publish the branch bulletin. 
The remaining $12.50 goes to the 
Washington, D.C.-based headquarters 
to be spent on lobbying efforts and 
membership scrvices. 
Contact Carol Laursen at 445-1502 
Come to your 
Christmas store! 
 
We have everything you need for sharing your 
holidays...beautiful Hallmark cards and notes, gift 
wrap and ribbon, holiday plates and napkins, 
ornaments, decorations, candles, and a wide as- 
sortment of gifts. So, if you're looking for “The 
Very Best,” come to your Christmas store, today! 
UNIONTOWN HALLMARK SHOP 
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  —Michael Bradley 
#54 Steve Meredith drives et Seattle-Pacific defenders. The Jacks 
lost the game, 79-57 in the SU East gym. 
Ex-HSU wrestling champ 
Olson turns to coaching 
By Glenn Simmons 
Staff writer 
Last year Gregg Olson wrestled for 
HSU, this year he is wrestling with the 
problems a head coach faces. 
Olson, 22, an HSU assistant wrestl- 
ing coach, was confirmed as head 
coach of Fortuna High School’s wrestl- 
ing team Nov. 22 by the Fortuna Board 
of Education. 
Fortuna High School Athletic Direc- 
tor Dick Cahill said Olson’s confirma- 
tion was just a matter of formalities. 
Olson was working as_ assistant 
coach for HSU when HSU Head 
Coach Frank Cheek told him about the 
opening at Fortuna. 
The senior history major was inter- 
viewed by Fortuna High School’s prin- 
cipal and athletic director. They asked 
the school board to appoint Olson as 
head wrestling coach. 
Olson may be head coach at Fortuna 
but he hasn’t given up on HSU. 
“I'll probably be coaching at (HSU) 
matches. Humboldt’s practices conflict 
with Fortuna’s practices’’ so he said he 
would go to Saturday practices at 
HSU. 
Assistant HSU wrestling coach Eric 
Woolsey said, ‘‘It (Olson’s transfer) 
will not break the routine. He will help 
us out whenever he is in town.”’ 
Woolsey said this is good experience 
for Olson. 
That isn’t the only reason Olson ac- 
cepted the head coaching position. 
‘‘T really wasn’t sure about 
coaching. I hate to see a school lose a 
wrestling program. Fortuna was talk- 
ing about cutting its wrestling program 
so I decided I would try it. 
‘“*At Humboldt I was learning a lot 
from Coach Cheek and Coach 
Woolsey. I will miss some of the things 
that I would have learned during the 
year,’’ Olson said. 
One thing Olson said he would miss 
is Coach Cheek’s attitude. 
“‘The main thing is that he (Cheek) 
knows how to win. As a wrestler you 
never get the fear that you are going to 
lose. He has such a winning attitude — 
I wanted some of it to rub off on me,”’ 
he said. 
Olson said he has never been on a 
losing team and doesn’t want to start 
now. 
He said that in high school ‘‘you get 
what you can take. Fortuna was really 
good last year, but this year a lot of 
wrestlers aren’t coming out.’’ 
In college, especially at HSU, 
wrestlers don’t skip out at practice. It 
is more of a game in high school — 
wrestlers fake being hurt when they are 
not, Olson said. 
‘They (the wrestlers) try to push you 
to the limit to see how far they can go 
to get out of practice. They want to be 
good, but they want to do it the easy 
way,” he said. 
Olson said he has spent a lot of time 
6-foot-7 senior center 
Meredith bounces 
back from injuries 
By Dale McIntire 
Staff writer 
Steve Meredith, HSU’s 6-foot-7 
center, was born in Boston, son of a 
longtime Boston Celtics fan. 
‘*T feel like I got a little Celtic blood 
in me,’’ the second-year player said. 
Coming back after last year’s Nor- 
thern California Athletic Conference 
co-championship, the senior said he 
feels stronger despite some physical 
problems last season. 
‘“‘My ankles were weak last year,”’ 
Meredith said. He also had to sit out 
one game because of water on bis left 
knee. 
‘‘This year my knee seems to be do- 
ing pretty good.’’ 
But his legs aren’t the only things 
getting better for Meredith. 
‘*‘T ast year we had more friction on 
the team. This year we’re closer. That’s 
what makes it enjoyable.”’ 
One person Meredith is close to is 
the other post man, Jim Wilson. HSU 
utilizes a double post formation, which 
is almost like using two centers, 
although Meredith is the main center. 
‘‘We’re getting a feel for when the 
other one wants the ball,’’ he said. 
‘*We’re still developing, and we’ve got 
a lot of potential.’’ 
Meredith credits his father for get- 
ting him interested in basketball. 
‘‘My father kind of transmitted the 
joy to me,”’ Meredith said. 
Starting out in fifth grade, Meredith 
didn’t play seriously until high school. 
‘‘Basketball was a way for me to 
deal with my body, to help it grow.’”’ 
Meredith grew rapidly and went 
from 6-foot-1 to 6-foot-3/%2 between 
his freshman and sophomore year. 
His skill grew more slowly. 
‘The first time I felt I could bring it 
all together was when I was a junior,”’ 
Meredith said. ‘‘I started playing a lot 
that year.’’ 
After high school, and a couple of 
transfers (most recently from the 
University of California, Davis), 
Meredith found his way to HSU. 
A resource planning and interpreta- 
tion major, Meredith sees his major as 
a natural outgrowth of his childhood. 
‘‘My family did a lot of traveling in 
national parks,”’ he said. ‘‘I had all my 
birthdays in Yosemite.’’ 
Feeling a need to help the environ- 
ment, Meredith also enjoys working 
with children and spent last summer as 
a camp counselor in the Trinity Na- 
tional Forest. 
‘If you can make activities a fun 
time for kids with a message for the en- 
vironment in it, then maybe they will 
grow up to care.’’ 
Meredith led rafting and horseback 
riding at the camp and even directed a 
play by Shakespeare. 
Not all his projects were so lofty. 
‘Some kids spent a lot of time 
buildine an outhouse,”’ he said. 
For three summers before that, 
Meredith worked in Hawaii as an 
Easter Seals Camp counselor for han- 
dicapped children. 
‘*T had a kind of weird feeling about 
working with the handicapped at 
first,’’ Meredith said, ‘‘but I was most- 
ly curious.”’ 
Overcoming his discomfort, 
Meredith found the work rewarding. 
‘*These kids’ spirits were as sparkl- 
ing as any other kids’,’’ Meredith said. 
‘*A lot of them didn’t recognize the 
limits of their handicap and that was 
very special.’’ 
Meredith said he still has a few 
things to learn in school but is impa- 
tient to graduate. 
 tit t 
Janet Hubner   
: : Coach Gregg Olson (right) wrestles San Francisco State’s Tim Johnson 
See OLSON, next page at HSU. Olson still competes in tournaments. 
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eligibility, he was 
  
pion at 158 pounds. 
Call Smita 
822-3259      
was so intense.   
Teach in Japan 
Persons with a degree or job-experience in such fields 
as engineering, business administration, finance, pharmacology, 
linguistics, languages or computers wishing to teach Japanese 
adults for one or two years in Tokyo and other parts of Japan 
should write to: 
International Education Services 
Shin Taiso Bldg. 
10-7, Dogenzaka 2-chome, Shibuya-ku 
Tokyo, Japan 150 
Instructors employed by I.&.S. will teach Japanese 
businessmen and engineers English as a second language and the 
terminology in their ow field of study or job-experience in 
Japan. 
No Japanese language is required for classroom 
instruction. Prefer persons with one to two years job or 
teaching experience, or master's degrees. An orientation and 
training are given in Tokyo. 
Information on salary, transportation and housing can 
be obtained by providing International Education Services with a 
detailed resume and a letter indicating an interest in the 
position. 
Personal interviews will be held in Seattle in 
December, 1983, and in San Francisco and Los Angeles in early 
January, 1984. Selected applicants are expected in Tokyo March 
through August, 1984. 
arranging the schedule, getting the 
wrestlers to have their parents fill out 
insurance forms, as well as various 
Despite these complications, Olson 
said he maintains a positive outlook on 
‘*We will probably have a real good 
team. They have some good guys com- 
ing back from last year,’’ Olson said. 
Olson wrestled at HSU for two 
in his last season of 
the Northern 
California Athletic Conference cham- 
Olson said Cheek recruited him out 
of Mount San Antonio Junior College 
in Walnut along with two teammates. 
He said his teammates from the 
junior college couldn’t stay with Hum- 
boldt’s wrestling program because it 
Senior football player Dean Diaz 
heads the list of 14 HSU fall athletes 
to receive all-conference honors. 
Diaz, a free safety, became the 
first football player in school 
history to be named to the first team 
for four years. 
“It’s exciting to end my career 
with that achievement,’’ Diaz said 
of his four consecutive first-team 
selections. He finished as the all- 
time conference record holder with 
31 career interceptions, including six 
this season. 
**Now I’ll be looking for a pro 
tryout. The most important thing is 
scouts come around this spring.”’ 
Joining Diaz on the football first 
team were juniors Eddie Pate, wide 
receiver; Don Boyd, offensive 
lineman and senior Dave Rush, 
defensive lineman. Second team   
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back Remond Collins and seniors 
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Freshman Susan Johnson swims to top 
By Kevin Rex 
Staff writer 
As the HSU women’s swim season gets under- 
way, freshman Susan Johnson is looking for a 
strong effort from her new teammates. 
‘*We did well in our first practice meet at Chico 
last week. In fact, we did better than any previous 
Humboldt team,’’ Johnson said. 
Johnson, an art major, is striving to do well in 
her four years at HSU. 
- “I want to do the best that I can so that I can 
qualify for the NCAA meets,’’ she said. ‘‘I think 
that it would be really neat to make the team as a 
freshman, and then I could try to progress each of 
the following years.”’ 
Swim coach Pam Armold said Johnson has good 
quality and is expected to play an important role in 
the team’s 1984 season. 
“Susan looks good with all her strokes, but | 
think that the individual medley could be her best 
event,’’ Armold said. ‘‘I will also be looking for her 
to swim the backstroke for us, but I’ll see how she 
does after a few meets.’’ 
Ironically, swimming was not one of Johnson’s 
biggest interests when she first started with the 
sport. 
PAL first I actually hated swimming. At the time 
my mom was making me take swimming lessons, 
and I really objected. But then we moved to Ger- 
many,and when we returned when I was 12 I started 
up with swimming again,’’ Johnson said. 
Johnson has not only grown to like the sport, but 
she now has eight years of experience behind her. 
‘*I swam four years in league and all through high 
school. Being on the swim team here at HSU has 
been a lot different than I expected it would be. The 
pressures are not as great as I thought they might 
be,’’ she said. 
Coming to HSU right out of high school, 
Johnson was anxious of what might be expected of 
her. 
‘*When the coach (Armold) first made contact 
with me she also talked with my high school coach 
about my swimming ability. | thought that I might 
be pressured to live up to what my coach had said 
about me, but the program at HSU is more geared 
to fun,’’ she said. 
Armold is confident in the team’s chances this 
season. 
‘“We are in a very tough conference. It is one in 
which many of the schools give scholarships, so 
they can attract a much larger amount of swim- 
mers. But this year we have more depth than we 
have had in the past, including a lot of excited 
freshmen,”’ she said. 
    
Redwood Transit System 
NOOO Student Discounts Available At The University Ticket Office OOOOC 
Bus Service From Trinidad to Rio Dell 
32 times Times Per Week M-F 
Schedule Information 443-0826     
  
Like most coaches, Armold hopes the young 
team members will stay with the sport for a number 
of years. 
‘‘Hopefully the freshmen will stick with the 
school and our program all four of their years in 
college. If they do we will be able to build a stronger 
team each year, ’’ she said. 
**The problem is that juniors transfer from other 
schools, and we only have them for a year or two. 
This makes it difficult for us to progress year to 
year.’’ 
The support from her coach and other teammates 
has helped Johnson adjust to HSU. 
‘*The coach is really understanding, but on top of 
that, she also takes an interest in our personal con- 
cerns. If we need help with the scheduling of classes 
she is right there to help us out. I don’t think that 
you would find this in most coaches,’’ Johnson 
said. 
Goals for a freshman in college might be 
numerous, especially for such a talented swimmer, 
but Johnson’s plans are definitive. 
‘‘Because swimming is such a big part of 
everything that I do, I don’t know what I would do 
if I wasn’t swimming. It’s this that makes me think 
that I will be competing my remaining years here at 
HSU,”’ she said. 
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’Jack hoopsters split games; Felix scores 21 
The men’s basketball team will face Notre Dame 
College in the opening round of the Cal Poly, San 
Luis Obispo Tournament on Saturday. 
The Lumberjacks split their two home games 
during the Thanksgiving week. They defeated 
Southern Oregon College, 86-67 and lost to Seattle 
Pacific College, 79-57. 
‘I’m not disappointed at all about the Seattle 
ball game,’’ Coach Tom Wood said. ‘‘We’re com- 
ing along.”’ 
Against Southern Oregon the ’ Jacks were led by 
senior guard Henry Felix who scored 21 points and 
dished out five assists. Freshman Brian Placourakis 
grabbed a game-high 11 rebounds. 
‘‘The Southern Oregon game showed us the type 
of intensity we need to play on offense and defense 
to be successful,’’ Wood said. 
The other match-up in the Cal Poly tourney is 
host school Cal Poly against California State 
University, Stanislaus. The finals will be on Sun- 
day. 
Men’s wrestling 
HSU’s wrestling team showed it can handle the 
little guys when it opened the year with a 50-6 thum- 
ping of Oregon Technical Institute. 
This week the grapplers will step up in class when 
they travel through Oregon for their first road trip 
of the young season. 
The Lumberjacks face the University of Oregon 
today, Portland State College on Friday and will 
enter the Pacific Tournament on Saturday. 
‘*We’ll give Oregon a go because we did well 
against them a couple weeks ago in the Lumberjack 
Open,’’ Coach Frank Cheek said. ‘‘I expect it to be 
a good match.’’ 
Last year the ’ Jacks defeated Oregon for the first 
time ever, 25-19. 
In the Lumberjack Open, HSU put five wrestlers 
in the finals and crowned senior Dave Navarre (134 
Ibs.) and freshman Jerry Sauers (158 lbs.), a three- 
time Humboldt-Del Norte champion from Fortuna. 
‘*He (Sauers) is undoubtedly the best freshman 
we recruited this year,’’ Cheek said. ‘‘He’s doing an 
outstanding job, particularly for a freshman.’’ 
Since HSU has participated in the Pacific Tour- 
nament, it has finished either first or second. 
Women’s basketball 
HSU’s women’s basketbail team came up winless 
on a five-game road trip to Oregon last week. 
**We’re going to work on rebounding this week,”’ 
Coach Cinda Rankin said. ‘‘We’re also going to 
have a new defense against the fast-break.’’ 
The ’ Jacks were out-rebounded and outscored by 
a wide margin in losses to George Fox College, 
62-44; Linfield College, 84-59; Pacific University, 
83-43; Concordia College, 84-60; and Warner 
Pacific, 85-52. 
‘*Overall, I was pleased with the intensity and en- 
thusiasm with which the team played,’’ Rankin 
said. ‘‘However, I felt they suffered from inex- 
perience and the lack of familiarity.”’ 
\ 
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HSU did discover two top scorers in junior Lisa 
Domenichelli (16.4 points a game) and freshman 
Kim Hall (15.2 points a game). Hall also led the 
team in rebounds, averaging nine a game. 
Women’s swimming 
A strong showing at the North Coast Athletic 
Conference relays has HSU Swim Coach Pam Ar- 
mold looking forward to the dual meet season. 
‘*We had our strongest showing in five or six 
years,’’ Armold said. HSU finished ahead of 
Hayward State University and tied Sacramento 
State University in the relays. 
The team travels to San Francisco State Universi- 
ty this Saturday for the San Francisco Invitational. 
The open meet will give HSU swimmers another 
opportunity to qualify for the conference or na- 
tional meet, Ar mold said. 
Basketball Tourney 
University Center Activities and Budweiser will 
host the second annual Five-on-Five Basketball 
Tournament this weekend in the East and West 
Gyms. 
Competition will consist of A and B divisions and 
is open to all organized basketball teams. The 
deadline to enter is 5 p.m. today in the UC game 
room. The entry fee is $25 for HSU teams and $40 
for community teams. 
For more information contact the intramurals of- 
fice at 826-3358. 
WASH HERE AND DRY FREE 
save money on the best deal in Humboldt County 
D & J LAUNDERLAND 
Valley West Shopping Center, Arcata 
7 days a week 
THOMAS B. BAIRNES, O.D.  
It is our distinct pleasure to announce a new price structure on our contact 
lenses. Superior Lenses at Lower Prices are making contact lenses more 
practical and affordable than ever before. As manufacturers’ prices for 
spectacle lenses and frames continue to increase, it is now becoming no more 






    The above fees include complete kit and follow-up exams, and apply to patients with a current [Prescription If a new prescription is needed, add $40 for refractive examination. 
NOW AVAILABLE — cash discounts, bifocal contact lenses, Cosmetic-Tint a ELUULY © 
soft lenses (change eye color). Prices 
Lens Type Fee Prin i 
Gas Permeable $ 165 Stat On 
ase |Prennises 
oy wae $130 
Extended Wear $ 205 
Permalens Plans $ 250 10th & 1 Sts. 
Septcon Care Kit (no heat, no pres.) $ 10 
| 
Astigmatic Lenses Daily $ 975 Ext. Wear 375 Arcata 95521 
107 / 822-7248     
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For Sale 
Discount Keg Beer. The Other Side 
822-1229 or 822-5661. 12-7 
Before you buy a wedding ring, come 
see our prices and selection. You'll 
save at Pacific Gold. We also have 
Black Hills gold, Ear-piercing ($5.95) 
Jewelry and much more. Trade-ins 
are welcome. Gold and silver any 
form. Come to Pacific Gold. 418 Fifth 
Street, Eureka. 443-5371. 12-7 
For Sale Two bedroom mobile home 
On its own lot near Sunnybrae 
$35,000. $10,000 down. Call Carol 
822-4636. Seller's Realty. 11-30 
For Sale: Smith-Corona electric por- 
table typewriter with case. Profes 
sionally reconditioned, 6 month war- 
ranty. $150. Call Tom 443-9586 
11-30 
Do you want to blend in your 
group? Buy a camo roll-up hat from 
The Mad Hatter Hat Shop. 418 6th 
Street, Eureka. Open Monday thru 
Saturday 9:30 - 5:30. 11-30 
aS Se ee 
Miscellaneous. 
Lost: November 11,Sunnybrae. Six- 
toed kitten. Gray with white paws and 
chest. $20 reward. 822-9448 
11-30 
ADVANCED SCUBA: PE 
(winter quarter). 11-30 
18 
“Perfect love casts out fear...” | 
John 4:18. Church of the Holy Family 
(Traditional Episcopal), 1757 J 
Street, Arcata. Sundays at 11:30am 
11-30 
Wanted: Room in house or apartment 
close to HSU for rest of year. Needed 
by January ‘1st. Call Teresa at 
822-9338. 11-30 
Cheap, Cheap, Cheap typsetting 
done. Resumes, newsletters, pam- 
phiets, announcements, 
posters—anything and everything 
that's associated with HSU. Cheapest 
in town. Call Smita Patel at The 
Lumberjack. 826-3259. 5-30 
MALE STRIPPER Bachelorette par- 
ties, Birthdays... What's your 
pleasure? Professional.$30-up. Call 
MEL at 822-5640. 5-30 
STRIPTEASE Male art model will per- 
form for you or at your party. My style 
or at your direction. Good physique 
5'8" 150 Ibs. of lean muscular 
dynamite. $20-up. Call between 
6-11pm, 822-5591. Ask for Sean 
12-7. 
Term Papers Typed. Spelling will be 
accurate. Available overnight. Call 
Lorna at 442-4926. Located at 333 J 
street, Eureka. 12-7 
Thesis Typing on word processor 
One charge includes original and 
minor changes. Call Lorna for fast ac- 
curate service. 333 J street, Eureka 
442-4926. 12-7 
word processing, original copies, par- 
chment. Call Lorna for fast & accurate 
service. 333 J street, Eureka 
442-4926. 12-7 
Experienced typist will type your 
research paper, resume, thesis, etc 
$1.00 per page! Dependable. Fast 
Close to campus. Call Ann 
826-0508. 12-7 
Professional Typing IBM Correcting 
Selectric Typewriter. No erasures/no 
cover-ups. Theses. reports, resumes 
Pica or elite type; letter gothic, 
bookface, legal or italic print 
$6 00/hour. $3.00/minimum. Earline 
Johnson. 442-7561. 11-30 
Typewriter repairs at budget prices 
All makes cleaned and repaired. Free 
estimates, all work guaranteed. Used 
typewriters bought and sold. Call 
Tom. 443-9586. 12-7 
Reports, thesis, resumes typed ac- 
curately on Xerox Memorywriter. Free 
pick-up and delivery. Stellar Typing 
677-3392. 12-7 
Word Processing services—- Term 
papers, Theses, Personalized 
repetitive letters to go with resumes 
Call Words, Words, Words at 
822-5381. 11-30 
Star Quality Experienced 
Pianist/vocalist for your very special 
occasion catering to individual needs 
Varied music. For further information 
contact Jean, evenings at 839-3800 
12-7 
Opportunities 
Being Single is only half the fun 
Share life's adventures. Meet that 
special someone. Northcoast Con- 
nections Introductions Services, Box 
413, Arcata, Ca. 95521. 677-3059 
Anytime. Enhancing singles lifestyles 
since 1981. 12-7 
Overseas Jobs Summer/year-round 
Europe, South America, Australia, 
Asia. All fields. $500-$1,200 mon- 
thly. Sightseeing. Frge Information 
Write IJC, Box 52-CAL Corona Del 
Mar, Ca. 92625. 11-30 
Monday Night ladies free pool at The 
Other Side. Over 21 only. 822-1229 
12-7 
X-C SKIING COURSES LEARN, 
CHALLENGE, ENJOY. ALL LEVELS, 
Beginning, Intermediate. Telemark 
Lassen park, Crater Lake, transporta- 
tion from Arcata, small groups, meals 
Free Brochure: Sierra Wilderness 
Seminars P.O.Box 707L Arcata, Ca 
95521 (707) 822-8066 (916) 
595-3244 11-30 
Start Anytime to study the dance of 
life, exercise of longevity, sport & self- 
defense. TAI CHI CHUAN free intro 
class every Saturday, 10am-noon at 
1806 H St. Arcata. Also Acupuncture 
clinic provide Holistic Health Care 
Services. Call or stop by! 822-6117 
11-30 
Jewish Student Union Meetings, 
1st and 3rd Wednesdays at 5pm in 
N.HE. 120. Everyone welcome 
12-7 
Northcoast Paddling Club Meeting 
Monday 12-5 at 7:30pm. Siemens 
Hall 115. Featuring Winter Boating 
Presentation by Larry Hewitt 
Everyone Invited. 11-30 
Personals 
CRAIG— —Fire up 




Babe, It feels so right. | love you. Sno- 
White. 11-30 
Sweetheart— —Sure would love to 
boil some crabs! Honey. 11-30 
KTD-KD,KD Don't be sad. Two more 
weeks and I'll be glad KD,KD. Don't 
be blue two more weeks and I'll see 
you. Love always, Popeye the Sailor 
Man.O.L.G. 11-30 
Chester House— Thanks for the 
GREAT TURKEY-DAY. Youre all 
super people! Thanks again, Nanou 
11-30 
Jeff Clayton Let the sun shine in 
your heart and may you find your pot 
of gold at the end of your rainbow 
down South. Thanks for your friend- 
ship. Surfcat. 11-30 
Men and Women— Are you ready 
for parenthood? If not, contact Plann- 
ed Parenthood for contraceptive infor- 
mation and supplies. If you are, con- 
tact Planned Parenthood for support 
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Styled Haircuts—FREE 
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to enter our weekly drawing for a FREE haircut. 
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Drug abuse 
Altered states and the college experience 
By Beverly Freeman 
Staff writer 
Although there is little data on the 
extent of substance abuse among the 
college population, alcohol and drug 
use are a problem for some students. 
‘‘We don’t have any real statistics on 
it,’’ Lee Meriwhether, coordinator of 
the health promotion program at.the 
HSU Counseling Center, said. 
‘About a third of the people I see, 
though, have a problem with it. It’s out 
of control in some way. 
‘*It’s complicated, but if you have a 
dependency, you have a problem,”’ she 
said. 
A new environment, finances and 
constant changes in society all con- 
tribute to substance abuse, she said. 
Don Jackson, executive director of 
the North Coast Substance Abuse 
Council, said the extent of alcohol and 
drug abuse among college students 
could be as high as 66 percent. 
‘‘There was a survey among college 
students in New York done in 1979,’’ 
Jackson said. A poll of ‘‘full-time 
undergraduates in 200 public and 
private four and two-year colleges’’ 
was taken and ‘‘they found two out of 
three full-time undergraduates had 
recently taken illegal drugs or used a 
legal drug non-medically. It’s fairly 
widespread.”’ 
Jackson said, ‘‘Part of the college 
experience seems to be some use of 
alcohol or other drugs,’’ he said. “‘If 
you’re in college and have a regular 
social life, you are going to be going to 
parties where those things are being us- 
ed.” 
Bill Reed, coordinator of substance 
abuse prevention at the County Office 
of Alcohol and Drug Abuse, said 
substance use only gets to be a problem 
when ‘‘drug or alcohol use becomes a 
necessary part of that person’s func- 
tion — when they need that substance 
to maintain some sense of well-being or 
equilibrium.”’ 
Meriwhether said, ‘‘As far back as 
we have studied humans, humans have 
looked for ways to alter their con- 
sciousness. Almost all societies have 
ways to do that and it seems okay as 
long as it isn’t controlling your life.’’ 
Reed said many students use 
substances to deal with loneliness and 
the stresses of academic life. 
‘*People are using drugs and alcohol 
to fill a sense of emptiness in their 
lives,’’ he said. 
‘*We all need a feeling of well-being. 
Some people have a difficult time cop- 
ing so alcohol or drugs can be used to 
give them that feeling that doesn’t 
come naturally to them.”’ 
Jackson believes that those who use 
drugs and alcohol for partying are dif- 
ferent from those who use them to deal 
with problems. 
‘*There’s a real big difference bet- 
ween somebody who chooses to smoke 
‘People are using 
drugs...to fill a 
sense of emptiness 
in their lives’ 
a joint and somebody who smokes a 
joint because they feel they can’t han- 
~ a if they don’t.’’ 
. Dennis Sousa of the University 
 
Police Department said that Humboldt 
County’s isolated location contributes 
to excessive alcohol use. 
“I’ve been told that per capita 
there’s more consumption (of alcohol) 
in Humboldt County than there is in 
almost any other place in the state,’’ 
Sousa said. 
‘There isn’t the nightlife that you 
would find in a large metropolitan 
area,’’ he said. ‘‘There are other things 
to do here that are not available in 
other areas, like fishing or hiking, but 
unfortunately you can’t do those 
things at night.’’ 
So far this year, the UPD reported 
34 narcotics violation arrests, 17 drunk 
in public arrests and eight drunk driv- 
ing arrests. 
Sousa said that not all alcohol viola- 
tions On campus result in arrest or cita- 
tion. 
‘*Law enforcement officers are given 
a great deal of discretionary power,”’ 
he said. 
The UPD tries to deal with alcohol 
and drug abuse problems through 
other agencies both on and off campus 
when possible, Sousa said. 
Jerrold Corbett, director of the HSU 
Health Center, said the amount of 
drugs or alcohol it takes for a person to 
become dependent varies from person 
to person. Each person has a different 
level of tolerance. 
The Health Center tries to be aware 
that substance abuse could be the cause 
of repeated colds and other ailments 
among its patients, but it’s difficult 
to tell when a patient’s health problem 
may be related to abuse, Corbett said. 
‘*You have to be tuned in to the dif- 
ferent levels of the body and 
psychological response to alcohol and 
drug abuse. Mild use is very hard to 
discern with an individual who is well- 
    
controlled with it and uses it moderate- 
ly,’’ he said. 
Last year the center registered only 
five proven cases of alcohol abuse and 
two of drug abuse but Corbett said this 
may be because those people with 
substance abuse problems aren’t com- 
ing to the Health Center with them. 
**At the Health Center we have some 
very strict rules as physicians when we 
say you have an alcohol problem. We 
aren’t doing it just through a conversa- 
tion. We want it proven,”’ he said. 
Corbett emphasized the need for 
those with abuse problems to undergo 
a physical examination to determine if 
any health problems have resulted 
from their abuse. 
‘‘We’re interested as physicians in 
their health. If they’ve gotten into that 
(substance abuse), we’d like to know 
about it.’’ he said. 
Those who are reluctant to go to the 
Health Center can contact the Counsel- 
ing Center, Alcoholics Anonymous or 
Blue Heron for heip, Corbett said. 
‘If a person recognizes the problem, 
it need not be a problem for them. If 
you can’t handle it well alone then look 
for help. There’s more help available 
for the college-age group than there is 
for any other group,”’ he said. 
Former HSU employee challenges studies 
Continued from page 1 
making. 
An affirmative action committee will 
try to find a temporary replacement for 
Batchelor within a week and a perma- 
nent one by January. 
Gillespie said, ‘‘She quit without any 
prior notice. She felt some things were 
not done like they (should have been) 
. (It sounds like) someone who has 
quit her job and is slinging a little mud 
as she walks out the door.”’ 
What Batchelor left behind was a 
memo which stated ‘‘inconclusiveness 
and downright failure’? hobbled the 
first self-evaluation in 1978. 
The evaluation was done to comply 
with section 504 of the federal 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which 
sought to eliminate possible 
discrimination against the disabled. 
The first self-evaluation was re- 
quired by the chancellor’s office while 
the second was apparently done for 
HSU’s own files. 
The 1978 self evaluation, like the one 
in 1983, was divided into three main 
categories: academic programs, stu- 
dent services and the physical environ- 
ment. 
The first area dealt with how a han- 
dicapped student could be helped to 
complete his degree requirements, the 
second with what kind of counseling 
and special equipment the university 
offerec,and the last with making cam- 
pus buildings more accessible. 
Batchelor said in a brief telephone 
interview, before declining to comment 
further, that ‘‘requirements for 1978 
were not completed. I convinced the 
president to redo it (the self- 
evaluation) since it wasn’t finished.”’ 
Whitney Buck, dean of 
Undergraduate Studies, drafted HSU’s 
1978 self-evaluation and said that, 
although he was not responsible for it 
being carried out, ‘‘to my knowledge, 
not many departments did it (complied 
with the self-evaluation).”’ 
Buck added that the first study 
“happened in June when everyone is 
packing up and there wasn’t anyone to 
do it ... (and whoever was to) receive 
the (replies to the survey) and make a 
report for the campus did nothing 
about it.”’ 
But Buck declined to mention the 
person’s identity and said that ‘‘it’s 
been six years and my memory being 
fallible, I'd want to be damn sure’’of 
the name. 
Ronald Young, dean of Creative 
Arts and Humanities, added that there 
was some confusion whether all the 
departments, which were supposed to 
be contacted individually, received a 
copy of the first self-evaluation re- 
quest. 
He said that unlike the 1983 self- 
evaluation, college deans were not used 
as coordinators between ad- 
ministrators and departments, so there 
was no way for him to know what hap- 
pened at that time. 
In the telephone interview Batchelor 
said, ‘‘They (administrators) are trying 
to shuffle responsibility so that not one 
person is responsible, I suspect, and 
that’s all I want to say.’’ 
The areas of student services and the 
physical environment were more com- 
prehensively covered. 
The services for handicapped 
students was handied by Edward 
Webb, dean of Student Services. 
Webb said, ‘‘We were asked to fill 
out a questionnaire that I sent out to all 
areas of student affairs. For example 
we responded that if there is someone 
in a wheel chair in the sixth floor of 
Cypress, we would have their food 
served there.’’ 
In charge of the area of physical en- 
vironment in 1978 was Dorsey 
Longmire, who was the campus ar- 
chitect. With the help of Donald 
Lawson, director of Physical Services, 
Longmire answered questions in the 
self-evaluation study. 
Lawson and Longmire’s self- 
evaluation was rated the ‘‘most com- 
plete and clearly defined of all 19 
California State campuses’’ in a letter 
from the chancellor’s office. 
Whatever problems might have been 
encountered with the 1978 self- 
evaluation, they were not mentioned 
officially as the reason for conducting 
a second one. 
The guidelines issued by the presi- 
dent and distributed by Batchelor to 
the dean for Student Services, college 
deans and department chairpersons 
stated the reasons, among others, to be 
an increase in the number of students 
at state campuses and new ‘‘assistive 
devices’’ for handicapped students. 
Director of Student Support Services 
Linwood Wall compiled figures as part 
of the services area of the evaluation. 
In 1979-80 CSU had a total enroll- 
ment of 306,801, of which 3,693 were 
disabled students. Enrollment at HSU 
that year was 7,460, which included 69 
handicapped persons. 
By 1981-82 total population at CSU 
schools was 319,566, including 4,256 
handicapped students. At that time 
HSU enrollment dropped to 7,028 
while the number of students with 
disabilities rose to 76. 
Another finding of the report, in 
reference to assistive devices, is that 
many of the handicapped here don’t 
make use of the assistance available. 
Webb said, ‘‘It’s hard to anticipate a 
policy to meet with anyone who comes 
in the door, (except to say) yes, we will 
accommodate.’” 
Lawson said funds from the state to 
facilitate movement for the handicap- 
ped have dried up. Installation of two 
elevators in the music building was 
canceled for 1982-83 because 
Sacramento denied the $660,000 for 
the project. 
Still, he said he hopes to make 
restroom facilities more available to 
the handicapped through ‘‘minor 
capital outlay’’ funds by the school 
and make entrance easier to the 
Wildlife Building. 
The second self-evaluation was 
described in Batchelor’s memo as 
achieving ‘‘hardly more than the 
first,’’ singling out statements in 
department chairperson’s letters about 
making accommodations for han- 
dicapped students as ‘‘thoughtless’’ 
and ‘‘mindless.’’ 
Young replied,‘‘I think she’s dead 
wrong as far as mindless. There were a 
series Of meetings at the department 
chair level. I don’t regard that as 
thoughtless or mindless.’’ 
McCrone said, ‘‘We have complied 
to the best of my knowledge.’’  
  
  
Large and lovelies parade at Eureka pageant 
By Scott Rappaport 
Staff writer 
Despite the fact I’m an exceptionally 
skinny guy, I had a pretty good time at 
the First Annual Humboldt County 
Ms. Large and Lovely Beauty Pageant, 
held Nov. 9 at the Eureka High School 
Auditorium. 
I’d never been to a beauty pageant 
before, and I have to admit, Ill pro- 
bably never experience another one 
quite like this one. 
It was produced by Love Handles 
Unlimited — the first dating service in 
Humboldt County for ‘‘large and love- 
ly people and admirers of the same.”’ 
I had barely settled in my second- 
row seat when the lights dimmed and a 
deep voice from the dark confidently 
announced, ‘‘I’d like to open with a 
beautiful tune by Mr. Johnny 
Mathis.’’ 
Suddenly, strains of ‘‘I Get Misty 
for You’’ floated out over the au- 
dience, and I astutely realized that the 
pageant had begun. 
 
——Dana Simas 
The Ms. Large and Lovely beauty contestants enthusiastically perform to the song, ‘Puttin th 
Ritz’ at the Eureka High Auditorium. hi 9 g on the 
One Billy Joel piano tune later, the 
master and mistress of ceremonies were 
introduced. They engaged in a brief bit 
of the obligatory beauty pageant 
banter before introducing the 12 lovely 
but nervous contestants, each adorned 
with a ‘‘Ms. Large and Lovely’’ sash 
draped across her torso. 
I was quite pleased when the talent 
section began with a spirited dance by 
two of the women to ‘‘Chunky 
People,’’ a swinging rock’n’roll tune 
that brought back fond memories of 
classic surfer music of the 1960s. 
To the lyrics of ‘‘Chunky people 
make me feel so nice,’’ these women 
twisted, turned, wiggled and wormed 
as they sashayed an exceptionally fluid 
dance rendition of the ‘‘swim.”’ 
A poetry reading was next, and the 
crowd roared when the contestant sum- 
A show of friendship 
med up her feelings by proudly pro- 
claiming, ‘‘I’m as happy as a clam — 
not just one, but the whole damn 
chowder.”’ 
After a medley of ‘‘Amazing Grace’’ 
See LARGE, next page 
Two artists celebrate 20-year friendship with exhibit 
By Paul DeMark 
Arts editor 
Drinking wine, listening to jazz and laughing 
together were more important than art to Stuart 
Buehler and John O’Brien when they were going to 
American River Junior College in Sacramento in 
1964. 
Buehler and O’Brien will celebrate a 20-year 
friendship with a joint art show in the HSU Foyer 
Gallery today through Tuesday. 
‘*When we were going to American River Junior 
College we majored in wine drinking and minored 
in art. We both withdrew early to join the 
mainstream of life,’’ Buehler, an HSU art student, 
said in a interview. 
When they separated in the mid-1960s, the two 
kept in touch to maintain their friendship. 
In a telephone interview, O’Brien, a 37-year-old 
painter, playwright and theater arts graduate stu- 
dent, said, ‘‘At American River we had a metal 
sculpture class where we welded sculptures, listened 
to jazz and laughed a lot. We share the same sense 
of humor and maintained a constant friendship 
through the mail, sending each other pornographic 
postcards and letters.’’ 
Buehler said they would ‘‘get together about once 
a year to send love/hate letters to friends of ours 
that paint.”’ 
Buehler, 38, began taking painting and 
lithography classes at HSU last year to diversify his 
artistic abilities. For the last decade he has concen- 
trated on carved line drawings on cowbones, an art 
form called scrimshaw. 
Last year he had a show of his bone work in the 
HSU library and some of his pendants are included 
in a traveling Smithsonian Institution show, ‘‘Good 
as Gold.’’ 
Buehler, who calls his collective scrimshaw art 
Jazz Bone Works, said the reason he became an ar- 
tist was to ‘‘have leisure time and be a beach bum 
when the sun shines.”’ 
Before becoming a professional beach bum, 
Buehler had several blue collar jobs after leaving 
American River J.C., including driving a welding 
truck in Humboldt County for three years. But he 
“‘retired from the 40-hour week in 1973’’ to devote 
himself to his art. 
The Foyer Gallery showing will include some 
bone pieces, but for Buehler the show ‘‘celebrates a 
new occupation of drawing, painting and printmak- 
ing,’’ he said. 
Buehler evaded any detailed descriptions of the 
artwork he will display except to say that ‘‘we may 
paint parodies of each other.’’ He stressed that the 
exhibit is a ‘‘show of friendship’’ between O’Brien 
and him. 
O’Brien echoed Buehler’s friendship motives for 
the joint exhibit. ‘‘I think so much of him (Buehler) 
and respect him all to hell,’’ he said. 
He also confirmed that the two will be parodying 
each other’s work in the show. 
‘*I was over at his house the other day and saw 
that he was trying to steal my ‘U-Doggies.’ So now 
I’m doing a parody of one of his drawings that I 
saw while there,’’ he said through barely controlled 
laughter. 
O’Brien offered more information about the 
work he will show than Buehler did. 
He described the oil paintings he'll unveil as 
‘‘whimsical, kinda like folk art. The drawings are 
simple, the colors bright. I'll have six to 10 pain- 
tings, and three of them will contain ‘U-Doggies’ — 
figures with dog heads and human appendages.”’ 
O’Brien named a couple of the titles of the pain- 
tings: ‘‘U-Dog-It’’ and ‘‘U-Doggies on a Spree.”’ 
O’Brien’s paintings are a product of his renewed 
interest in the art form. He said in the late 1960s his 
work was ‘‘real traditional, painting landscapes and 
still lifes, stuff like that.’’ 
When he came up to HSU in 1973 to complete a 
master’s degree in theater arts, he gave up painting. 
It was only within the last year that he began to 
paint again. 
‘*Now I paint for my own pleasure, I just want to 
paint to have fun. As a writer I get sick of words. I 
listen to music and paint. It’s healing for me, ** 
he said. 
Several weeks ago O’Brien presented two of his 
plays at HSU, ‘‘Reno”’ and ‘‘Stupid,’’ but said he is 
glad the productions are over with. 
He said he looks forward to today’s Foyer 
Gallery show opening. 
Martin Morgan, an assistant professor in the art 
department and the HSU gallery director, said, ‘It 
should be one of the strongest shows of the 
quarter.’’ 
He described both artists’ work as ‘‘highly in- 
dividualistic and without regard for any particular 
school of art style.’’ 
He said that O’Brien’s paintings contain ‘‘inven- 
tions of characters that are a manifestation of his 
personal mythology. His ‘U-Doggies’ are a 
somewhat fatalistic view of the dog-eat-dog 
world.”’ 
Morgan said Buehler’s work reflects a ‘‘raucous 
sense of humor, some of it alarmingly funny, but it 
is not real sweet stuff.’’ 
The Foyer Gallery can be found on the second 
floor of the Art building. 
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Continued from preceding page 
and ‘‘God Bless America’? came the gala pro- 
duction number. 
The 12 women, dressed in black plastic hats, big 
red-satin bow ties, white blouses and black skirts 
slit to the hip or knee — depending on your perspec- 
tive — did a wonderful little number to the tune, 
‘*Putting On the Ritz’’ by that creatively named 
band, Taco. 
I then sat back and thoroughly enjoyed watching 
some of the women lip sync their way through some 
hard-core country tunes. 
Hey, it was better than watching MTV — some of 
those women were pretty talented and maybe we'll 
get to see them in their own videos someday. Who 
knows? 
After someone whistled ‘‘Somewhere Over The 
Rainbow,”’ it was time for another musical in- 
terlude by Jerry Thompson, the pageant’s own one- 
man band. 
Apparently working with an automatic drum and 
bass machine, Jerry blasted into Michael Jackson’s 
“Beat It,’’ rocking the formal Eureka High 
Auditorium with a blistering lead guitar solo — 
complete with fierce facial expressions. 
Either Jerry’s a great musician or a hell of an ac- 
tor, since there was an awful lot of hi-tech sound 
coming from the stage, and all I could see was a 
piano and a guitar. 
At any rate, Jerry obviously was having a good 
time and hey, so was I. 
But it was fast approaching the portion of the 
show that, I must confess, I had been looking for- 
ward to most — the ‘‘alluring’’ category. 
In a joyous expression of freedom and sensuality, 
the contestants enthusiastically paraded across the 
Stage adorned in wonderfully low-cut gowns and 
other sultry combinations of sensual bodywear that 
included sexy slit skirts and see-through black lace 
shawls. 
One woman, sporting an outfit that would have 
done Mae West proud, ruffled her black-feathered 
hat and blew a kiss to the adoring crowd. 
Another lady boldly strode out to the center of 
the stage and removed her robe, unveiling a sexy! 
black bathing suit underneath. After a few turns, 
she donned her robe once again and walked off- 
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——Dana Simas 
Oops! Emcee Bob Wells pointedly struggles 
to crown Marie Morris as Ms. Large pa 
Lovely of 1983. 
stage, turning to flash a parting, knowing grin to 
the audience. 
The crowd loved it. Frankly, I felt it was quite a 
beautiful and stimulating exhibition. 
After emcee Bob Wells executed some fancy foot- 
work in order to avoid a tragedy with the 
microphone cord, sealed envelopes were produced 
  
for the ‘‘question and answer’’ portion of the con- 
test. 
Twenty minutes later, it was all over. It was now 
up to the judges, a contingent which included Hum- 
boldt County Supervisor Danny Walsh and 
Dorothy Adams from the Chocoholics bakery. 
But wait, it was time for the pageant’s special 
guest. Mayor Fred Moore of Eureka rose from his 
front-row seat and walked onstage to read an of- 
ficial proclamation declaring Nov. 9 to be ‘‘Big and 
Beautiful People Day’’ in Eureka. 
Moore proclaimed that large people have been in 
the background of society for too long and cries of 
‘*Amen’’ ricocheted throughout the hall with the 
fervor of a Baptist revival meeting. 
The mayor then delivered what I felt was the bes« 
line of the evening when he said, ‘‘Hopefully, next 
year’s pageant will be ‘bigger’ and better.’’ The au- 
dience cheered wildly. 
It soon became apparent, however, that we were 
going to wait quite a while before the judges an- 
nounced their decision. 
At that point, Jerry burst into an excellent rendi- 
tion of the Police’s pop hit, ‘‘Every Breath You 
Take,’’ to pass the time. 
And it was downright heartening and refreshing 
to see the two emcees on the podium, bopping to 
the beat, proving once again that the Police are tru- 
ly the No. 1 band in America today — suitable for 
any occasion. 
Fifteen minutes later, there still was no winner 
and the crowd grew a bit restless. Wells plugged a 
theater production he was involved in, Jerry played 
some more tunes, the contestants fidgeted onstage 
and I confessed my life’s story to the woman sitting 
next to me. 
Even the mayor helped with the stalling process. 
Moore told the audience a funny story — something 
about a priest at the Ferndale race track — but I 
didn’t catch the end of it. 
Finally, the judges announced the winners. Ruth 
Carey of Arcata received a trip to Reno for third 
prize. Elisabeth Achen of Arcata captured the 
second-prize gift — a $250 gift certificate to 
See LARGE, next page 
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New and Used 
Instruments 
Guitars, Violins, Electrics, 
Mandolins, Dulcimers, Banjos 
Martin, Guild, Yamaha, 
Hohner, Takamins, etc. 
Books of all kinds 
Popular Folios, Classics, Methods, 
Sheet Music, Manuscript Paper, 
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Featuring the winners of the 
fourth annual Concerto/Aria 
John Van Duzer Theatre, HSU 
Friday & Saturday, December 9 & 10 
Tickets available at The Works, Eureka; 
The New Outdoor Store, University Ticket 
Office, Arcata. M-Th 10am-6pm F 10am-5pm 
Competition as soloists. 
8:15 p.m. 
Admission is $2. Seniors Free   and Sat Noon-3pm. 
   The Jambalaya 
Arcata’s Favorite Nightclub, Culture Center   
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Repairs and i of ' December 30th Chamber Readers 
: “On growing up female” 8pm $2 Fretted Instruments, Electrics, etc. . all’’ & 4 
Lessons o> Gre 8 8 8 se 1st Linda Waterfall & Scott Nygaard 
Most Styles, most Instruments os ad . a oo = ad 
i f nnua t Show 
Feil For bookings and information 5th Jazz at the Jam 9pm Free 
668-5872 442-6543 6th Flute & Poetry ‘em $2 
Meny Christmas specials Joonn Sulliven Muteher Williems Jerry Moore 
Instruments, accessories, etc. or write 
1027 ‘I’ Street   Box 1152 Blue Lake 95501   
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Large — tae Pursuit of the Song of Hydrogen’ 
Ohi the Olg wanes was Masle Morrie Science, religion fuse in play 
of Eureka, who received $500 and will 
eae ie nad” accu By Roger Rouland ‘pret them spiritually and develop a _play and HSU theater department we : Staff writer cult. ‘ instructor, said scenes take place in —_ sare lc a | Far-fetched? The playwright 1983, 1979, 1974 and 1968 and are ss ae omnes = —— In a society which places a doesn’t think SO. : juxtaposed, creating ‘jumps in 
ed off to the reception at the Eureka premium on deductive reasoning, ten tae cot la ona ae i le nit ae Big _ Ae e e could the science of today be the New York City produc ion com- _ Actress Mary Gerdis said the play 
es ones oer ar a religion of tomorrow? pany, New Dramatists Inc., is ‘*changes location, ages ... all in a ee j Pp capp Mie Waite ak one. age oe to ™ — of new matter of seconds, although the set 
At the reception, after frequent visits | Hydrogen,” the second in a series of Now York, ie ace re ic oa evil consist of a to the lavishhorsid’oeuvre table and a | five original plays to be produced by basis in actual life settings. backdrop and a spiral set. respectable glass of champagne from | the HSU theater arts department the nochost’ bar. I approached the | this year, explores such @ possibility. Dunn said the play ‘‘caine from Williams said Dunn was at HSU 
two places. It is a synthesis’ of for four days during November and 
20-year-old Morris. Written by New York playwright Sci igi i é i j ? ’ y cientology, a religion with a engaged in a question and answer She said she was a little worried that | Tom Dunn, the play traces the foundation in science, and the life session with the cast. Following the 
there might be some resentment that | events that result from a scientist’s of Edwin Hawkin, a United session Dunn rewrote part of the 
the crown went to the skinniest contes- | discovery of a theory on black Kingdom scientist. script and added two scenes. “ 7 be er is 4 teed holes. The theory states the ‘‘sound Dunn said his play is unique not “In Pursuit of the Song of 
Bu a € 0-foot, | “poun .Orris of hydrogen is made when par- only in theme but also in structure, Hydrogen’’ will premiere Friday said, ‘‘People think you’re thinner | ticles strike the black holes. ket ; which ‘‘moves back and forth in and run through Saturday, Dec. 10. 
The scientist, Dr. Wells, dies and time.”’ Shows begin at 8 p.m. in the Gist 
his followers take his ideas, inter- Louise Williams, director of the Hall Theater. 
when you’re tall.’’ 
Her parting advice to big and 
beautiful women in America: 
‘‘Love it, enjoy it. Just because 
you’re big, it means there’s a lot more & 
of you to love.’’ yl 
Walking away, I sadly gazed down : UNDAY 
at my 29-inch waist and somehow felt We e 3 $ ‘ , a 
deprived. ra A ; 
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Woody’s ‘Zelig’ 4 Ors aoe yer a 
leaves vacuum , BONE 
By Bob Lambie 
Staff writer 
    
ots: 7 
Woody Allen’s new movie sucks. 
It’s called ‘‘Zelig,’? and I saw it 
Monday night, and it sucks. 
Woodman, how could you do it to 
us? 
Oh, I suppose there are some people 
out there who will call it a good film, 
but as a movie it sucks. As a film it 
sucks. Folks, it’s bad. 
I managed to fight my way througha 
swarming crowd of six to find a seat. It 
didn’t take me long to realize I was 
lucky because I hadn’t stood in line to 
see this — thing. 
Ninety minutes later I managed to 
fight my way back out through the 
equally disappointed and confused 
crowding swarin of six to the sanctuary 
of my car where I asked myself ‘‘ Why? 
Why would anyone with that much w eS alt ti 
talent and money at his disposal make ; BRC CR > ere 
a movie like that?”’ j 
My best guess is not money but fun. 
It would be a lot of fun to play act like 
you’re in the 1920s and °30s, the Jazz 
Age. And Woody gets to dress up more 
than anyone because he plays the fic- 
tional character Leonard Zelig, a 
human chameleon who _ transforms 
himself into whoever he is with, except 
women. 
Whether fat, black or Chinese, 
Woody does it all, except talk. We hear 
about a dozen lines from Woody 
himself. The rest is either narrated 
Movietone News Reel footage of 
Zelig’s life or contemporary interviews 
with those who knew or analyzed this 
psychological, anatomical wonder. A 
Woody Allen movie needs Woody 
Allen in it. 
Woody looks his pleasantly 
ridiculous self as he rides the roller 
coaster of public favor. Gawked at 
because of his acts of ultimate confor- 
mity, revered for overcoming his con- 
dition, shunned as a polygamist and 
adulterer, hailed as a heroic pilot — he 
is whoever we want him to be, an inno- 
cent lizard kept sane by the compassion 
of psychologist Eudora Fletcher, 
played by Mia Farrow. 
The subtleties of visual humor aren’t 
enough to compensate for the lack of 
See ZELIG, next page 
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Former pickle clown | 
4, to perform in Arcata 
The Equinox School and the 
Dell’Arte School of Mime and 
Comedy will present two perfor- 
mances by former Pickle Family 
Circus clown Geoff Hoyle at 8 p.m. 
on Friday and Saturday in the Ar- 
cata Community Center. 
Tickets are $4.50 for adults and 
$2.50 for children and seniors. They 
can be purchased in advance at a 
50-cent discount at Northtown 
Books and the Co-op, both in Ar- 
cata, Two Street Music in Eureka 
and Chilcott’s Toys Plus in 
McKinleyville. Proceeds from the 
shows will benefit the Equinox 
School. 
Hoyle performed as the sausage- 
nosed Mr. Sniff with the Pickle 
Family Circus for seven years. He 
also played Mr. Snoop in the movie 
‘*Popeye.”’ 
S.F. 1960s rockers 
to perform at Mojos 
The Dinosaurs, a band made up 
of members from some of the legen- 
dary 1960s San Francisco rock 
groups, will play Saturday at 9:30 
p.m. at Mojos, 856 10th St., Arcata. 
Admission is $7. Those 18 and older 
are welcome. 
The members of the Dinosaurs 
are: John Cippolina (QuicKsilver 
Messenger Service), Robert Hunter 
(Grateful Dead songwriter), Barry 
Melton (Country Joe and the Fish), , 
Peter Albin (Big Brother and the 
Holding Company) and Spencer 
Dryden (Jefferson Airplane).   
‘Hydrogen’ author 
to lead play reading 
Playwright Tom Dunn, author of 
‘‘In Pursuit of the Song of 
Hydrogen,”’ will lead a reading 
presentation of ‘‘The Zucchinia,”’ 
an original play by theater arts in- 
structor Louise Williams. The 
readings will be presented on Mon- 
day and Tuesday from 4-6 p.m. in 
the Studio Theater in the Theater 
Arts building. There is no charge. 
Entertainment Alley welcomes calendar 
submissions. Send information about events, 
including date, place, time and other specifics 
to: Humboldt State University, The Lumber- 
jack Arts Avenue, Nelson Hall East Room 6, 
Arcata, Calif. 95521. Deadline is Friday at 5 
p.m. 
    
The Robert Cray Band: Monday, 
9:30 p.m., the Old Town Bar & 
Grill, 327 Second St., Eureka, 
$3.50. 
The Robert Cray Band is a five- 
piece rhythm and blues band based 
in Oregon. The band has been 
steadily touring up and down the 
West Coast since 1976, and its cons- 
tant playing schedule has resulted in 
a sophisticated sound combining 
soul, rhythm and blues and bebop 
jazz elements. 
The group’s dedication has been 
paying dividends this year. The 
band played at the Monterey Jazz 
Festival in September, released its 
second album last month titled, 
‘“‘Bad Influence,’’ on Hightone 
Records, and just finished a suc- 
cessful tour of the Midwest and East 
Coast opening shows for Willie Dix- 
on and John Lee Hooker. 
Robert Cray, a talented guitarist 
and vocalist, leads a group that 
many consider the finest rhythm 
and blues band on the West Coast. 
The other members of the band are: 
Richard Cousins, bass; David 
Olson, drums; Warren Rand, alto 
sax; and Mike ‘‘the Iceman’’ Van- 
nice, tenor sax and organ. 
The Cray Band’s sound is highly 
danceable, drawing inspiration 
from the Booker T. and the MGs’. 
Memphis sound, as well as from 
many of the geographical rhythm 
and blues centers such as Chicago 
and Houston. 
The Talent Show: Saturday, 9 
p.m., Jambalaya, 915 H St, Arcata, 
This is the second annual Jam- 
balaya Talent Show and it’s a best 
bet for pure unpredictability and 
unlinited possibilities.     The producers of the show, HSU students Pam Monroe and Maria 
 
Evans, said they welcome a wide 
range of amateur contestants — 
from music instrumentalists to bird 
callers, baton twirlers, and other 
esoteric and traditional stage per- 
formers. Last year more than 20 
performers took the stage. 
The $2 entry fee for contestants 
will also cover the door admission 
charge. Entry forms can be picked 
up at the Jambalaya. For more in- 
formation call 822-2712. 
Linda Waterfall and Scott 
Nygaard: Coffeehouse Concert, 
tonight at 8, The Depot, free. 
Waterfall and Nygaard are a 
highly regarded musical duo from 
Seattle that combines diverse talents 
to create a distinctive style of folk 
music. 
The duo recently released its first 
album on Trout Records, partially 
owned by Waterfall, titled, 
‘*Everything Looks Different.’’ 
This is Waterfall’s fourth album — 
she recorded ‘‘Mary’s Garden’’ for 
Windham Hill Records in 1977, and 
for Trout, ‘‘My Heart Sings’’ in 
1979 and ‘‘Bananaland’’ in 1981. 
Following the release of ‘‘My 
Heart Sings,’’ the vocalist, guitarist 
and keyboardist was named 
Seattle’s best solo artist by the 
KZAM-Seattle Sun Arts Poll. 
Whereas Waterfall brings the 
classical, folk, country and 
rock’n’roll influences to the duo, 
guitarist Nygaard adds the jazz and 
bluegrass. Also a noted composer 
and arranger, Nygaard first at- 
tracted attention winning first place 
at the Festival of American Fiddle 
Tunes in 1977. 
Waterfall and Nygaard will also 
appear at the Jambalaya Thursday 
at 9 p.m. 
  
   
    
Entertainment 
COFFEEHOUSE CONCERT: Linda Watertall 
and Scott Nygaard. Tonight, 8, The Depot 
SWAP MEET: Recreational equipment sale. 
free to buyers and student sellers. Today, 10 
am. to 4 p.m., Goodwin Forum, Nelson Hall 
East. Sign-up at the Outdoor Center in the U.C 
game room 
MATHEMATICS COLLOQUIUM: HSU Presi- 
dent Alistair McCrone will discuss, “Some Ap- 
plications of Elementary Mathematics to 
Geology,’ Thur., 4:10 p.m., Library, 56; tea at 
3:40 p.m. No special expertise presumed 
CONCERT: Robert Fium conducts the 
40-member HSU Wind Ensemble, Sat., 8 p.m., 
Fulkerson Recital Hall, free 
VOCAL CONCERT: Chamber Singers Vocal 
Jazz Ensemble and Madrigal Singers, Sun., 8 
p.m., Fulkerson Recital Hall, free 
PERFORMANCE: An evening with Geoff 
Hoyle, Fri. and Sat., Arcata Community Center 
Advance tickets, $2 children and seniors, $4 
adult 
BENEFIT: Performances for the Humboldt 
United Gays by singers Caroline Issacs and the 
Beauty Shop Quartet, and storyteller Olga Loya 
Fri. 8 pm., First Congregational Church in 
Eureka Donation of $3-$7 requested. 
BENEFIT DANCE: Airhead will play for Planned 
Parenthood, Sat., 9 p.m., Bayside Grange Hall 
For more information call 445-2018 
PLANETARIUM SHOW: “The Christmas Star” 
at College of the Redwoods Planetarium room in 
the Physical Science building tonight, 7, and 
Sat. 130 and3pm, $1 
CONCERT: HSU Concert Band, A.M Jazz 
Band and Beginning String Orchestra, 8 p.m 
Mon., Fulkerson Recital Hall, free 
CONCERT: Marching Lumberjacks, Tue, 5 
p.m., Fulkerson Recital Hall, free 
CONCERT: Humboldt Chorale and University 
Choir, Tue., 8 p.m., Fulkerson Recital Hall, free 
_ lowes — 
“SUNSET BOULEVARD”: Cinematheque, Fri 
7:30 p.m., Founders 152, $1.75 
“GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES”: 
Cinematheque, Sat., 7:30 p.m 
“APOCALYPSE NOW”: Fri. and Sat., 8 and 
10 p.m., Kate Buchanan Room, $2 
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE FILM AND LEC. 
TURE SERIES: “Flight Without Wings” and 
other ski films, Thur., 8:15 p.m., Kate Buchanan 
Room, free 
“UNDER FIRE” and “SLAUGHTERHOUSE 
FIVE”: Today and Thur., 7:45 p.m. and 9:30° 
p.m., the Arcata Theater, 1034 G St, 
822-5171 
“TRADING PLACES” and “48 HOURS”: Fri 
through Tue., Arcata Theater 
“FLASHDANCE” and “FAME”: Today 
through Sat., 7 p.m. and 8:45 p.m., the Minor 
Theater, 10th and H streets, Arcata, 822-5171 
“THE HUNGER” and “THE MAN WHO FELL 
TO EARTH”: Sun. through Tue., the Minor 
Theater 
“ADVISE AND CONSENT”: Cinematheque, 
Sun. night, 7:30 
_ ‘theater 
“AMHAL AND THE NIGHT VISITORS”: Gian 
Carlo Menotti’s Christmas classic will open Fri 
and show every Fri. and Sat. night at 8 and Sun- 
days at 2 p.m. until Dec. 18., Pacific Art Center, 
1251 Ninth St., Arcata, 822-0828 
“IN PURSUIT OF THE SONG OF 
HYDROGEN”: Second production in the HSU 
Theater Arts Department's New American Plays 
Season, Fri. through Tue., 8 p.m., Gist Hail 
Theater, $2.50, students and seniors, $3 50 
general. Friday there is a special $1 student ad- 
mission. 
“HERE’S LOVE (MIRACLE ON 34TH 
STREET)’: Ferndale Repertory Theatre, 
through Dec. 18. Call 725-2378 for more infor- 
mation 
  
JAMBALAYA: Tonight, Chamber Readers, “On 
Growing Up Female," 8, $2; Thur., Linda Water- 
fall and Scott Nygaard, 9 p.m., $3; Sat., Second 
Annual Talent Show, 9 p.m., $2; Mon., Jazz at 
the Jam, 9 p.m., free; Tue., Flute and Poetry, 
Joann Sullivan, Mutahar Williams and Jerry 
Moore, 9 p.m., $2 
OLD TOWN BAR & GRILL: Thur.-Sat., Rosie 
Gaines and the Curtis Ohison Group; Sun., Pro- 
gressive guitarist Allan Holdsworth with Dream- 
ticket, 9 p.m., $6 in advance; Mon., Robert Cray 
Band, $3.50 
BERGIES: Desperate Men, Fri. and Sat. night, 
$2.50. 822-7011 
SILVER LINING: Michael Convoy and Marla 
Joy, Thur. and Fri. nights. Arcata-McKinleyville 
Airport, 839-3289. 
MOJO’S: The Dinosaurs, ‘60s rockers, Sat 
night, $7 00. 822-MOJO 
THE FOYER GALLERY: Stuart Buehler and 
John O’Brien, prints, paintings and drawings, 
through Tue 
REESE BULLEN GALLERY: Prints by Walter 
Askin and Norman Schwab through Dec. 10. 
Zelig 
Allen’s lines. Allen’s acting is much 
more subtle, visual and funny when he 
has lines to say. 
The best part about the movie is the 
realistic, photograhic depiction of 
Zelig among the Who’s Who of the 
Roaring ’20s. Seeing Woody (make no 
mistake, it’s Woody, not Zelig) stan- 
ding with Herbert Hoover, or Woody 
at San Simeon with Charlie Chaplin, or 
Woody with Hitler is funny. But it is 
cinematographer Gordon Willis who 
should be given credit for this, not 
Allen. 
If it’s a pseudo-documentary you 
want, I recommend Leonard Nimoy’s 
TV series ‘‘In Search Of.’’ It sucks too. 
 
